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MEETINGS
Local public agencies that will
conduct- meetings this week
include:
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Flooding knocks out Des Moines' utilities

City officials said it might take
a month to restore water service.
FISCAL COURT
Water was trucked to distribution
•The Calloway County Fiscal
points in the meantime.
MOINES,
—
Iowa
DES
(AP)
Court will mem in special ses"It may be some time before
Rising flood waters knocked out
sion at 1 p.m., Tuesday. July
we do some laundry," said Des
Des
Moines
system
in
the
water
13, in the office of Judge/
Moines Mayor John "Pat" Dorand left thousands in the city
Executive George Weaks in
rian
said today. "But we will
without
as
the out-ofelectricity
the _ciaiirthousc. The public_L.
have adegerate altinking 4water."
Mississippi
&intro]
and'aifs
fribuinvited to attend.'
Seven electric substations also
taries swallowed more land
were
inundated, affecting up to
across the Midwest.
HOSPITAL BOARD
30,000
people before much utility
was
Moines
Downtown
Des
*The Murray-Calloway Counservice was restored. About 40)0
closed for business today because
ty Hospital Board will meet in
of the weekend flooding by the customers still lacked power this
regular session at 5:30 p.m.,
Moines and Raccoon rivers. morning. Full restoration could
-Des
Thursday, July - 1.5, in the
take a week, officials said.
A water treatment plant serving
board room of the hospital.
"I've never seen, anything of
about 250,0()0 rople in the Des
_Moines area_ was forced. to _shut ._ this magnitude" saitf Gov. Terry_
SCHOOL BOARD
*The Murray School Board
down Sunday when floodwaters, Branstad, whose official residence also was without water or
will meet in special session at
rose past its I5-foot dikes.
7:30 p.m.. Thursday. July 15
in the board office located at
Ninth and Poplar Streets. This
meeting was originally scheduled for July 8.
By TOM SEERY
Associated Press Writer

BOARD OF REGENTS
*The Murray State University
Board of Regents will conduct
a retreat at the Executive Inn
in Owensboro Friday, July 16
beginning at 11 a.m. A special
called meeting will follow at 3
p.m.

AFTERNOON — 50 CENTS

U.S. troops
arrive in
Macedonia-

power. "The old-timers I've
talked to say that they don't ever
remember seeing anything of this
magnitude."
Flooding along the Mississippi
and other risers has, forced more
than 30,000 people from their
hoes and caused IS deaths
since late last month. Officials
estimate crop and property damage at more than 52 billion in
South Dakota. Minnesota, Wisconsin, Nebraska. Iowa, Illinois
and Missouri
The White House extended
federal disaster idle, Sunday to
44 more enumws in Missouri,
. _bringing thc total. regionwuk to
132. Vice President Al Gore
planned to tour the waterlogged

St. Louis area today.
Several hundred people in
south St. Louis were asked Sunday to voluntarily leave their
homes as another Mississippi tributary, the River Des Peres, continued to rise. The water was
expected . to soon
_ reach a level
that would Hood basethents and
low-lying areas. Offivials said
utilities would be shut off tonight
and police and the National
Guard would begin patrolling the
eNacuated areas.
Forecasters predicted another
two days ol fairly heavy rain in
the upper Midwest before the
weather tsi.•gins to' dry out _mid:.
week. But so much rain -has
alread‘ fallen that experts say
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Viola Miller, Dean of Continuing Education at Murray State University, discusses the university's
interactive television system with members of the Council on Higher Education Sunday at the
Collins Center. The council is on campus for today's council meeting. the first held at Murray
State in 12 years.
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the. circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information On the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper. call 753-1916
.and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 am.-noon Satyrday.
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Visiting director appreciates
vast support for community arts
Straight from Red Bluff, Calif., welcome Cleo Gambetta.
Gambetta, who has more than 40 plays under her belt, will be
directing Neil Simon's "The Star Spangled Girl" at the Playhouse
in the Park this weekend.
She has been in Murray for a month and said she has enjoyed
every minute of it.
"I love it here," said the high school drama teacher.
One of her friends in California asked Gambetta, who was born
in San Francisco, what Kentucky is like.
"I said, 'Kentucky is one huge park'."
Not only is the Commonwealth physically unique compared to
California, but it is also theatrically unique.
Gambetta, who has been involved in theater for 15 years, said
Murray's community arts program is fantastic.'
"It is overwhelming that this community has established and sustained a community theater. The interest in the arts is much more
pervasive.
"Most places I've been don't have community theater," she said.
Young, community actors are more rare in California, unlike
Murray where the Young Actor's Guild is brimming with talent,
she said.
While working on "The Star Spangled Girl," Gambetta said she
has met a wide-array of utents.
"Everyone has been so nice." she said.
The three-cast play has also bee.n a thrill for Gambetta to direct.
"The cast is wonderful and very capable," Gambetta said.
Her second love, costuming. keeps Gambetta even busier..
. She has worked with the Shakespeare Festival in Oregon and
designs customs for her high school theater productions and other
projects.
Several of her students have gone on and done well in the world
of the arts.
Tim Ruffin, director of the Playhouse in the Park, is one of those
students.
"I feel like my main function is to help other people find their
talents.
"That makes me feel really happy as I watch them go," she said.
BUITUS invited Gambetta to Murray to direct the play and she
said she jumped at the chance.
Hopefully, she said, she'll be back.
"The Star Spangled Girl" opens Friday night at the Playhouse at
8 p.m.

I TURN TO PAGE 2

By ANGUS SHAW
Associated Press Writer
MOGADISHU, Somalia (AP)
— A Somali mob killed an Associated Press photographer and a
Reuters journalist today after
U.N. helicopters blasted targets
in southern Mogadishu, witnesses
reported.
Supporters of a Somali warlord
who has been blamed for attacks
on U.N. troops said up to 73
Somalis died in the helicopter
assualt, but the claim could not
be confirmed.
Two other Reuters journalists
were missing, and the news agency said they were feared dead.
Somali interpreters and. drivers
employed by the news agencies
reported seeing the bodies of
Hansi Krauss, an AP photographer from Germany, and photographer Dan Eldon, a Briton who
worked for Reuters out of Kenya.
Earlier reports said the bodies
of three journalists had been seen
on a street outside a house that
was a target of the bombardment.
In Nicosia, Cyprus, Alan Thomas, Reuters' news editor for the
I TURN TO PAGE 2

State Tax Reform...
Moloney says schools may miss cuts

By STACEY CROOK
Murray Ledger 11 Timm Stall Writer

ecd112111CIS.__ _

Mob kills
journalists
after attack-

GETTING TO KNOW YOU

By SLOBODAN LEKIC
Associated Press Writer ,

SKOPJE, Macedonia (AP) —
Infantrymen making up the rest
of a 300-member U.S. force
arrived today to help keep the
*DENVER — Under cool.
peace in Macedonia. President
cloudy conditions on a course
Clinton ordered the deployment
softened by early-morning
to prevent the spread of war in
rain, Tom Wciskopf threatened
the Balkans.
to run away with the U.S.
While there is no imminent
Senior Open — until Jack
danger, Macedonia could find
Nicklaus got in the way, as he
itself threatened if Serbia decides
,
always seems to do. Page 8
to reoccupy a region it has long
coveted and considers part of
"southern
Serbia." Macedonia is
FORECAST
the only breakaway republic to
have escaped Yugoslavia's colTonight, partly cloudy with a lapse without being dragged into
61aancef thundersIoraw.osp
'The viO1enci. •
cially during the eveniq. Lows
The 300 U.S. troops, 'all from
in the lower 70s. Light and varithe Berlin Brigade in Germany,
able winds. Chance of rain 30
are joining a 700-man U.N.
percent. Tuesday, partly sunny
peacekeeping force of mostly
and hot. Highs 90 to 95.
Scandinavian troops guarding
_
Macedonia's border with Serbia.
"We know what they're going
LAKE LEVELS
for but we don't really know
what's going to happen once
KENTUCKY — 84'
they're there," Debra Cook of
357.1, -0.3; below 311.8, +0.5
San Antonio, Texas, said today in
BARKLEY — 85'
357.3. -0.4; below 313.0, +1.2
111 TURN TO PAGE 2

flooding could continue to the
end of August.
Residents of Des Moines, the
state's larEst city with more than
190,000 relidents, and eight suburbs scrambled to buy bottled
water Sunday,. but found many
sjores..were closed because of the
power outage..
By afternoon, National Guard
troops had set up 29 water distribution points around the city.
Water was being hauled from as
far away as Omaha, Neb., 125
miles to the west.
People were allowed up to 2
gallons each if they brought their

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
PLEASANT HILL Ky. (AP)
— The chairman of the Senate
budget panel says the first twothirds of the estimated 5300 million revenue shortfall have been
relatively easy to find to cut in
government.
The last part will be tougher
and may even include cuts in the
formerly sacred state aid to education program, said Sen. Mike
Moloney, D-Lexington.
Moloney told the Prichard
Committee for Academic Excellence Sunday that school funding
will probably miss most of the
coming round of cuts. But it's not
a certainty.
Moloney said there will almost
certainly be reductions in administrative areas and in the Department of Education.

Gov. Brereton Jones' administration has raised the possibility of education cuts, but later
backed off somewhat. And Moloney didn't rule out the chance on
Sunday.
He noted that a 2 percent cut in
state education funding this year
would still mean a 1 percent
increase from last year. "No one
likes to see cuts, but with the
budget problems we have now ...
we have to cut," Moloney said.
Moloney also promised to do
what he could to save higher education from future budget cuts,
though probably not this year.
That pledge drew applause from
the committee, one of the earliest
citizen advocacy groups for education in Kentucky and still one
of the most influential.
Otherwise, 'Moloney was
almost uncharacteristically upbeat
about the ability to deal with the

coming cuts and to fashion the
next state budget with responsible
revenue projections and a substantial reserve.
Moloney, a Lexington Democrat who has been budget chairman for 16 years, said his mood
was based on the cooperation
coming from Jones' office.
Jones has agreed to reduce the
actual size of government by cutting personnel and to use a
revenue estimate for the next
budget period that the executive
and legislative branches agree on.
•
Moloney and his House counterpart, Rep. Marshall Long, DShelbyville, told Jones to plan on
a full-time state work force of no
more than 33,000 people by next
year, a reduction of some 2,500.
"If we downsize government,
I'm convinced we can still deliver the services," Moloney said.

Governor says he will promote change
PLEASANT HILL, Ky. (AP)
— Gov. Brereton Jones said
today he will promote significant
tax reform next year.
Jones didn't give any specifics
during or after a speech today to
the .Prichard Committee for
Academic Excellence.
But he did not rule out another
look at extending the sales tax to
services, onc of the most controversial issues taken up during the
1990 General Assembly. It was
during that session that lawmakers approved the largest tax
increase in Kentucky history.

Senate Appropriations and
review of government operations
Revenue Committee Chairman that is designed to cut the size of
Mike Moloney told the Prichard state government.
Committee on Sunday he thought
tax reform was unlikely during
Jones said today that review
could lead to even larger cuts in
the 1994 session.
state employment than previously
But Jones said today that he
would call a special legislative
expected. State government now
session in 1994 to take up the
has about 35,500 full-time
matter.
'employees. Jones said he has a
"We have to have a tax system
commitment to cut that to 33,000.
... that allows it to grow as the
"Twenty-five hundred is the
economy grows," Jones said.
least number that could be cut or
Jones said the tax-reform
debate will begin n earnest after it could be more than that."
his administration completes a Jones said.
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Divers find Civil War boats in river
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CAMDEN,/ Tenn. (AP) Divers believe they have found
one of four Civil War gunboats in
the Tennessee River.
The divers - four undcrwatcr
archaeologists from New Orleans
- midi radios to describe their
explorations to state historians
and local Civil War buffs who
floated 45 feet above their heads
On a houseboat: - The divers diagrammed what
they believe could be the gun
deck of a Civil War gunboat. The
unburied part of the boat included
seven deck beams surmounted by
2-inch-thick planks and 19th
century-style square-headed iron
nails.
"It's very stout. We think it's
a gun deck. in...which .case -you,
may have the whole hold pre-

served below," said Jack !non,
40, vice president of Goodwin &
Associates Inc., the New Orleansbased company hired for the
search.
• Included could he shells, navigational instruments, cooking
equipment and other artifacts.
The archaeologists said they
couldn't sec much in the murky
river, thick with mud and
drumfish. •
The team, contracted by the
state to do the work for S20010,
began diving last week. Its final
repOrt is due Sept. 30.
The effort is being coordinated
by the state Historical Commission and the state Division of
Archeology. They are in the
midst of-a survey of the hundre.ds
of Civilt-War sites in West Ten-

•Flooding...
FROM PAGE 1
A hotline was set up for deliveries to the elderly and disabled.
"We have plenty of water,"
said John Mauro, chairman of the
Polk County Board of Supervisors. "There is ab,solutely n ret_
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IN Mob...

son to panic,
Running water might be
restored in a few days if the river
recedes quickly, officials said,
hut drinking water might not be
available for a month because the
plant will have to he thoroughly-decontaminated:
-"we're
In the next few days '
just rca y going to hjre to brush
up on our coping skills," said
police Sgt. Judy Bradshaw. "It's
not going to be a quick fix."
The power outages knocked
out traffic lights downtown.
Office buildings were to remain
closed indefinitely-at Mayor John
"Pat" Dorrian's urging.
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MAN ARRESTED AFTER PURSUIT

Joseph Allan Getsch, 18, New Concord, was arrested July 9 after Calloway
,
County deputy Joe Lawrence attempted to stop the vehicle in which Getsch
on
the
wc,
i
hank
and
Knob
Pilot
campsites
nessee, including forts,
was a passenger. According to reports, Getsch was charged with receiving
the old town of Johnsonville on stolen property over $100. The arrest occurred after Lawrence saw a vehicle
and railroad bunkhouses.
Some of the newly surveyed 'the east.
traveling on Ky 94 E. that had been reported stolen in Alabama. The driver,
Three of the four gunboat, who has active warrants on him for receiving stolen property, attempted to
sites will be made off limits to
believed to. he in the area were elude police and drove behind a church and into a yard where,the vehicle
amateur scavengers.
was wrecked. The driver and Getsch left the vehicle on foot. Getsch was
lost when Union troops burned apprehended
"People have a genuine interbut the driver escaped. The Kentucky State Police and the
est in the Civil War, and people some supply barges • at Johnson- Murray Police Department assisted the sheriff's department
ville in an attempt to prevent the
want a piece of it...- said Nick
Confederates from capturing MAN CHARGED WITH ASSAULT, CRIMINAL MISCHIEF
Myles D Barnett, 27, Doran Road, was charged on a Calloway Cqunty warFielder, state archaeologist. But them.
rant
with fourth-degree assault and second-degree criminal mischief July 9,
Unfortunately, the fire spread according
with all the people • with metal,
to reports from the Calloway County Sheriff's Department
to three gunboats - the- Key
detectors going around digging
West, the Tawah•and the Elfin -- MAN CHARGED WITH ASSAULT
things up, Civil War items are an
and to the town, destroying them According to reports, James TOMblingSOrt, 21, Shady Oaks, was charged or
endangered resource."
a warrant with fourth-degree assault by Calloway County sheriff's deputies
all.
The divers have six sites to
fourth
boat,
the
USS
l•nitiThe
explore - wreckage discovered
MAN ARRESTED FOR DISORDERLY CONDUCT ne, is the most _significant. This Terry Parrish, 35, Murray,.was arrested July 8 and charged with disorderly
by fishermen, mussel divers and
Union boat was captured by Con- conduct, according to reports from the Calloway County Sheriff s
Civil War huffs.
federate
Gen. Nathan Bedford Department
Ken
The wreckage lies in the
Forrest - the only battle in
tucky Lake embankment of the
MAN ARRESTED ON DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ORDER
which the cavalry defeated the Jay.
rivers between two Civil .War
3 Mutray, was arrested on a Domestic violence
Dee-Howard•-2L
sites. now Marked by museums - Navy.
order July 10 by Calloway County sheriff's deputies. According to reports,
Howard was also charged with no insurance and no registration plates.
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JUVENILES CHARGED WITH SHOPLIFTING

-:....Ac.ccuckag.14,1.epqa.s.f.romilae..Mutray...Pplt.ce
. charged with shoplitting.Juty 11 following a complaintfromU
opening a round of attacks on 641 North.
FROM PAGE 1 •
U.N. forces that have killed a lot- SEVERAL THEFTS REPORTED
Mideast and Africa, said Andy
ai of 35 soldiers and wounded Brett Bazzell, Rt. 1 Murray, reported items vAlued at $150 were taken from
Hill, the agency's reporter in
137.
his car on the night of July 11. Tim Manning reported someone broke the
Somalia, had identified the body
Krauss was the second AP window in a sheriff's deputy's vehicle July 11. Victoria L. Kendall North
of Eldon. He said there was no journalist to -die on the job in. Cherry Street, reported items valued at $100 were stolen from her borne
11. All these incidentS are under investigation.
• onnation
- --three months.-Sharon-Herbau gtt,
ters employees, photographer chief of the AP bureau in LlamaHosea- -Maina-_and Anthony
bad, Pakistan, dicd April 16 n a
Macharia, a Reuters TV solindhelicopter-crash in the mountain,
man. Both are from Kenya.— of-Afghanistan.
A correspondent for Italian
A- Semalil who worked for the
PAGE 1
much help to Macedonia's'1-1.000
state television, Ilaria Alpi, AP as an interpreter, Ali Ihrahim FROM
lightly
armed solders and 7,000
husband,
her
Sgt.
Albert
as
Berlin
returned safely to a hotel. that
Mursal, was shot to death Jan. 5
war erupted. The troops
if
police
houses most foreign journalists
while trying to protect a reporter Cook, departed for Macedonia.
acting
as a tripwire, and it
are
and
155
other
infantryCook
after being reported missing. She
from a robber in Mogadishu's
the West presuattacked,
are
they
men
joined
support
units
sent
last
said she escaped the mob assault
main, market. Jean-Claude Jumel,
in with more
might
step
mably
week to make a former Yugoslav
by hiding.
a French 'sousid technician, was
empliasiied.
officials
force,
the
Mohamed Shaffi, another Reukilled June _18 when gunmen army barracks livable. CommanAmen
-'
ders
said
they
expect
the
ters TV soundman from Kenya,
ambushed a news crew' 'from
Forty-seven U.N. peacekeepers
was reported stabbed, shot_ in the
, - •cans to he on border patrol in
Frances TEl network.
have died on duty in the former
leg and stoned by the mob. Hc
Krauss. 30, joined the AP in about a month.
was rescued by colleagues and
Berlin in 1989, where he covered _ U.N. officials concede that the Yugoslavia since _fighting broke
taken -to -a--U-S. -Army-field
the fall of the Berlin-Nall- that peacekeepers wolikin't be of out in 1991_
hospital.
year, and later covered the war in
Reporters and photographers
Bosnialierzegovina.- He was not
headed toward the scene of the
married and -is survived by his
helicopter assault in several vehiparents and a brother.
cles shortly after the. bombardHe was the 16th Al reporter or
ment ended. The six journalists
photographer,to diemn the line of
TOKYO (AP) - A major
Agency said the quake occurred
got separated from the rest of. duty since 1938.
of
with
a
magnitude
earthquake
at
10:17 p.m. and the epicenter
their colleagues, who were driven
Richter
scale
occurred
7.8
on
the
was
located about 50 Miles west
away by gunfire. Somali interpreThe mob assault came after off northern Japan tonight. Coasnorthern island of . Hokkthe
of
ters and drivers returned later and
American Cobra and Blackhawk
and
of
Hokkaido
miles under the Sea of
tal
residents
aido,
30
saw the three bodies.
helicopters fired about six miswere.Honshu
islands
northern
Japan.
That
put it 100 mites west
- -U.N. troops have stepped up
siles and- strafed targets with
evacuate_
because
_of
urged
to
Sapporo,
a city of 1.7 million,
of
efforts to restore order in this
20mm cannon near Bigler Hospi- likely tidal waves.
north of Tokyo.
miles
500
and
chaotic city over the past week.,
Police said there were no
Somali gunmen have been roamThe public television network
tat, the scene of heavy fighting immediate reports of damage or
ing the streets virtually at will
NHK broadcast warnings for peogunSomali
injuries.
between
month
last
since 24 Pakistani U.N. soldiers
ple to evacuate.
The Central Meteorological
men and U.N. forces.
were slain in an ambush June 5,

•U.S. troops...
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7.8 quake shakes Japan
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas already
served by canes:$5 per month, payable in
advance. By mail in Ctallovrat_co,..and to
Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and rii:
mington. Ky. and to Pans. Buchanan and
Puryear, Tenn, $57 per year. By mad to other
destinations: SE.S.50 per year.
••••
To teach all departments of the newspaper,
phone 753-1916
••••
• T1Ne Murray Ledger & Times is a member ot
the Associated Press. Kentudiy Press Assoaxon and Southern Newspapers Publithers
Association The Associated Press is exdu
sive)), entitled to news originated by the
Murray Ledger & Tries
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South Central Bell is bringing Not) a little closer to the peoploou care about. With our new Area Calling Service. It expands
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Senator says Garwood's claims on MIAs ignored

Calloway
h Gotsch
receiving
a vehicle
to driver,
inpted to
a vehicle
tsch was
and the

HANOI, Vietnam (AP) —
Reports by former captive Robert
Garwood did not get due consideration in official investigations
into the fate of American servicemen in Vietnam, a U.S. senator

said.
"We're not doing the job right

CHIEF

and it's my obligation to say
that," Sen. Bob. Smith told a
Bangkok news conference after a
four-day visit to Vietnam.
Smith ,and his delegation left
Hanoi- on • Sunday after visiting
several sites in northern Vietnam
where Garwood, a former U.S.
Marine and convicted collaborator, claims to have seen live
Americans after the war ended.
Citing several examples of
what he called "sloppy" investi:
Wive work by the Pentagon.

wart July 9,
intent.

Jnty

weed or,
deputies

DUCT -

Issorderly
Sher' ti s

1RDER
violence
reports,
n plates

ING

Smith said he has called for a
probe by the Justice Department.
parwood's memory of the live
sightings proved accurate, the
New Hampshire Republican said,
and he complained that U.S.
investigators should have made
use of Garwood previously.
The trip convinced him that
some servicemen missing from
the Vietnam war remain alive,
Smith said.
But Vietnamese officials challenged Garwood's credibility and
denied Vietnam still holds
American prisoners.
Garwood, now a 47-year-old
electrician, was captured in 1965
by Viet Cong guerrillas in southern Vietnam and returned to the
United States in 1979. He, was
court-martialled for collaborating
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Droke the
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's.'14.000
nd 7,000
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c, and it
cst presu,ith more
phasiied.
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le former
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with the enemy.
helped broadcast propaganda
Vietnamese reports about Garmessages in English to U.S.
wood's 14 years in the country
troops. After 1967, he said, Garclash with the American's own
wood was free to live and lork
account of life here as a miseras if he were Vietnamese.
able prisoner who wanted only to
"We were ready to treat him
flee to the United States.
not, as a prisoner but as a U.S,_
associate ,of the Vietnamese peoGarwood lived in Vietnam as a
ple," Thai-said. "We even convirtual free man, the Vietnamese
sidered
him as a Vietnamese
said.
officer,''
Col, Nguyen Thai, a wartime
Another- war veteran, Col.
propaganda chief. said GarNguyen
Van Phuong, who was in
wood's stories of suffering years
charge of Garwood in 1971 and
of imprisonment and torture arc
1972, said Garwood lived then
"completely fabricated."
with a North Vietnamese family
He said Garwood refused when
and planned to marry a local,
the Vietnamese in 1967 offered
woman.
to let him return to the United
He said the marriage never
States.
took place.
Thai was responsible for GarThe Vietnamese_ later _hought,.
wood from--1965--to-1970-.- DuringGarwood
his own three-room
that period, he said, Garwood

abortion-rights activists broke out
,By The Associated Press
in St. Louis Park, Minn., whcrc
Anti-abortion activists, in the
members of Operation Rescue
midst of a 10-day, seven-state
attended a church. Seven people,
catripaign, were greeted by
demonstrations-from abortion,,.including an Associated, Press
rights protesters in Minnesota,' photographer, were arrested.
Cities of Refuge campaign
"We're pestering them to let
mostly peaceftit* In Palm
was
John
feels,"
them know how it
Stewart, an abortion-rights activ-. Bay, Fla., group founder Randall
Terry urged members to take
ist from Minneapolis, said Suntheir fight to Congress and lobby
show
to
day. "The main idea is
against legislation that would
to
do
they
what
people
their
women who try to use the clinics, limit protesters' access, to abortion clinics. '
and throw the same thing back in
"If this passes, our movement
their faces."
The California and Ohio. -as we know it is dead," Terry
demonstrations were peaceful, 'told a gathering Sunday at the
but a melee between police and Zion Christian Fellowship_ _

house, where he stayed with a
cook and a guard, said Col. Doan
Hanh. Hanh was responsible for
Garwood until 1978.
In two ieparatc incidents on
the trip, Garwood shouted angrily
that he was no friend of the
Vietnamese and called Thai a
murderer.
-Smith said Sunday that he
believed Garwood's accounts and
that the trip had proved his
credibility.
Smith pressed Vietnam for greater cooperation in resolving the
2,253 cases of U.S. servicemen
still officially listed as missing
from the Vietnam War.
Vietnamese Deputy Foreign
Minister Le Mai acknowledged
that.. more-work -needed to bedone on the issue of missing

occurred
epicenter
tiles west
of Ilokkle Sea of
iiles west
7 million,
if Tokyo.
neiwork
s tor ix-o-

The proposal, backed bY the
Clinton administration, would
make it easier to obtain court
orders halting violence, blockades...,or. threats tu_women -and
doctors.
-In--Jackson, MM..-about 150
Operation Rescue members sang
hymns, discussed adoptions and
prayed during a two-hour rally at
a church. In nearby Madison,
about 20 people protested in front
of the home of a doctor who performs abortions.
"We Christians do not take
delight in coming to your neighborhood with this tragic .news,
your'neighbor is an accessory to
murder, legal though -it-may be,"

^••••••••Mr...'"7"
.
...

a notice given to neighbors Said. ing at people."
In Cleveland. allow 15 antiAn Associated Press photograabortion protesters held a vigil
pher, who stepped past police
Sunday night across the street "barricades, was arrested, cited for
row au absIrt:ton 1inic. A bou t
__,..obstruction and _ released-Later.abortion-rights _activists showed
protester for
police arrested
in
h-shouting
A
AS Operation Rescue members - violation of the city's sound ordiarrived in St. Louis Park for a
nance. Others were arrested after
summer-long, training program at
protesters tried to block police
a church about 100 abortioncars and a melee ensued.
rights activists chanted, beat
In San Jose, Operation Rescue
drums and blew whistles.
leaders said they would challenge
"I think this is .sad," said
a recently enacted city ordinance
Kristi Peterson, a church memthat led to the arrest of 15 people
ber: "People are just coming to
during a protest Saturday.
worship. This is dearly not what
The protesters were arrested in
we're doing 'when we're out .at a
froneof the home of a 'doctor who
.Uinic. - play i ni....bong_o_s. shoutperforms abortions.. __The....city_

government service I've never
encountered an individual with
Jack Hall's abilities, nor a person
with such-integrity."
But the integrity of Carroll and
those close to him was called into
question by a federal grand jury
investigation in the. late 1970s
-and early 1980s. Hall was never
implicated, although in July 1980
hisy_poenAtal _
the grand jury
employment record at UK, which
had loaned him -to- the state.
Hall joined Jones' payroll first
as manager of Airdrie Stud, his
horse-farm;in- -19115;then-as-a topaide Tin the 1987 campaign.

Hall said his critics often
Jones' 1991 campaign chairman
lorget those salt-guards. and he
and former finance secretary.
reiterated his challenge for any"lie's a person ho has the abilione-to- prove that the rules have-. ty to cause' other people to step
been broken. - Noting• that Jones
their performance up another
pushed successfulls for laws to
level. He's a stern taskmaster."
lower the cost ot campaigns, he
said "We did. what had to be
done under the law at that time.
,..I don't think the governor or
Make one purchase
me or anybody else should he

NEW YORK (AP) — An elusive bomber whose recent victims
include noted-'scholars leaves the
initials "FC" on the bombs and
may pick targets from the pages
of newspapers, according to a
published report.
The information is one of the
first breaks in the case of "one of
the most the most creative and
elusive bombers ever encoun-

1/2

unkindly.•'

But the way Jones and Hall
rars-eil money was----egtfawintoquestion after Hall joined Jones'
lieutenant-governor staff and conAfter Jones won the Democra- tinued to raise money for him.
tic nomination, which was tanta- That ran counter to the spirit of a
mount to election, he wanted to law that barred officeholders
recoup the money he had loaned from soliciting money to repay
the campaign. Hall said he was campaign debts. Jones said Hall
reluctant to become a fund-raiser. was doing the work outside office
and told Jones he would do it hours, but moved Hall hack to his
only if no appointments or con- horse farm's payroll.
tracts were . promised for contri"I'm not taking anything away
butions, no illegal cash was taken from anyone else, hurt it is my
and he was not appointed finance opinion that regardless of title,
or transportation secretary, the Jack Hall needs to play a lead
key contractinf---jobs-isi_state - role as this administration goes
forward,'' said Joe Prather,
government..

tered," federal investigators told
The New York Times in a story
in Monday's editions.

About 75 abortion -rights activtists-'tntried -out - Stihrfay':- in - San .
Jose toshant .at. 40(1 to 500. antiabortion • churchgoers. as they
entered an evangelical church for
a ratty.
Operation Rescue's"antiabortion campaign began Friday,
but has been low-key so far with
far fewer arrests than during previous efforts. So far, it also has
included rallies in -the Philadelphia and Dallas. areas._

With a Wholltheil
itottai.
earn la%(MCIlee,
inteteq Ai .1.
«htiperilite rah 1,,
find Out MOW .1t,r Oti
14)(41itilr s
1.1% lichened
lithostre,

The investigators said the bomber engraved "FC" into exploding packages that last month
injured professors at Yale University and the University of
California at San Francisco. The
initials were designed to survive
the blasts, according to anonym-

115Q1

gria

was signed "FC."
Both men and an earlier victim
A letter received by the Times had been featured in recent artilast month that promised more- cles in the Times that portrayed
information on the bombing also them as leaders in- their fields.

•
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of the World

Olympic Plaza

Life Insurance Society

753-3111
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If It Look Like
I'm All Wet...
Remember..
FOR YOU I GO OVERBOARD!
Charlie Adams Pharmacist

Glendale at Whitnell

Murray Oncology Associates

817 So. 9th St. • 753-7599

announces the opening
of his practice in

ROWING
ECAUSE
\VF

ARE
Evangelist:
Bro. Billy Turner

•

July 11-16, 1993
7:00 p.m. Nightly
Sunday Evening 6:00 p.m.

Dr. Mehdi Ahmadi
Medical Oncologist
(Cancer Specialist)

Special Music Nightly
Transportation and Nursery Provided
Bro. Alvin York

Kevin Rudicil

Interim Pastor

Music Director

753-4175

Mehdi Ahmadi, M.D.

Grace Baptist Church
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•„,••
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David L. Hudspeth
WOW Bldg.
3rd II Maplir
Murray, KY 42071
,
Phone 753-1820

ous sources quoted by the Times.

REVIVAL

••••

recently passed a law prohibiting
protesters from within 300 feet of
private homes.

Tuesday Two-fers

Report says elusive bomber goes by `FC'

•••:

The United Sties established
the embargo in 1975, after Communist forces defeated what was
then- South Vietnam and united
the country.

dIMI114 .V0111-

1987 campaign for lieutenant
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Jack Hall, the leading candidate governor. Much of the money
to become Gov. Brereton Jones' came from people who want
new chief of staff, has a-style-that - favors that- Hall would be in a
better position to grant if he was
would acquit him well for a top
job but has also - made him an
a top gubernatorial aide.
Hall is already a part-time
object of suspicion and somemember of Jones' staff, but his
times fear.
"My candor is sometimes too
only office is at. the Petroleum
much," Hall said -in an interview
Storage Tank Commission — of
last week with The Courier- _which. he has been_ executive_
Journal, "but I believe in telling
director since October, when
the truth."
Jones' fund raising ended. As a
Hall has been a forceful admigovernor who ran as a reformer,
nistrator -in tough situations. He
Jones is reluctant to give Hall a
was cblef aide toi previous gov- Place in the governor's,
.
,
OMce.
ernor. And he has been at Jones'
Hall was chief internal-affairs
side since Jones entered Kentuckaide,
then Cabinet secretary, in
y politics.
administration of
1974-79
the
Still some Jones allies, while
Gov. Julian Carroll.-As Caffoll's
seeing a need for a firmer hand in
the governor's ‘office, worry that representative during the tumultuHall's hard-nosed style ,would ous Jefferson County protests
clash with Jones' professed pre- against busing for school desegregation in 1975, he won the
ference for consensus-building.
praise of many and the confiHall was finance chairman for dence of Carroll.
Jones' 1991 campaign, which
"I had so much, confidence in
raised a record $8 million, and he Jack Hall I delegated to Jack Hall
led the push for contributions to The authority to call out the
- -repay Jones more than $2 million National Guard if I was asleep,"
4 in loans and interest from his Carroll said. "In my 32 Years of

/'

of-abortion is

Jones allies fear Hall's style would clash
an

servicemen.
"Nobody can think that one
visit can do away with all the
doubts and make everything
clear," he told reporters. Mai
assured Americans that the
Vietnamese wuld_do
o
everything
they could to cooperate.
President Clinton must decide
by Sept. 14 whether toestend the
•American economic
Vietnam for another
embargoinst
year.
The United States has said it will
not lift sanctions until Vietnam
provides the fullest possible
accounting of MIAs.

MURRA

Suite 283W
Medical Arts Building
300 South 8th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502) 759-4199
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ALICE ROUSE

Rules existfor a reason

The fact is there were no-- -but both bodies chose to
changes
General Manager
Publisher
CROOKED LINES
accept- the request anyway.
‘According to a. report from the
commission, one or the reasons
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
the request was made was lack of
space.
The business wanted to
NEWSPAPERS,
INC.
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY
have room to expand!'
—
The expansion is heading right
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
down Irvan Street.
WASHINGTON TODAY
Based on the evidence, which
On the same agenda, the comYes,lhe zoning of this area has
was the issue of major change, mission, and later the council,
been the same for a number of
years. But, the area has changed. the request should have been voted to deny a request to change
At the June 24 Murray City. granted by the planning the zoning of a house on South
commission.
16th Street from single-family
Council meeting, the council votI do think every case that com- residential to multi-family
ed to overrule the commission
residential.
_
es before the commis-sion should
and draw an ordinance to rezone
There have obviously been
basis
;
B-4.
to
case-by-case
R-2
taken
on
a
from
be,
the -land
Sirert?"--The- ne,wthink tcc'tslons s
tutrnt
Tffe Tirst readmg or tgar-ordimade completely arbitrarily. ' intersection at 16th and Main has
nance was approved at the July 8
made traffic flow smoother and
meeting by a vote of 9-3.
Both the planning commision
growth
continues in that arc-a.
someone
that
see
have
to
walk
that
I was glad to
and the council
However, both bodies chose to
very fine line.
is following the rules.
By STEVEN KOMAROW
deny the request.
During a public hearing at the
Another example. was the.
Associated Press News Analysis
In my opinion, the council and
planning • commission, residents rezoning of a tract of land at
planning commission acted ahiwere worriet_mpre, about water - Sycamore-and Ir v an Streets.. Thc,, trarily when making their cleti-11/41SHINGTON (AP) — It may be exaggeration tosay Bill. Chn..but.. -When-the _commission_denied_ drainage_tpan_theimpact of_a
—lot. was approved...,by both the
_toie,s4dace-ialiistory_is-before Congress_in dac_nextfour weeks„_12.ut.
!crofts. They-used -t
street.
their
on
lot
commission and the council to go
that's the atmosphere as lawmakers push for a final compromise on
the request, it was, in essence,
and applied them in a completely
from R-2 to 8-2 (highway
his economic plan. .
The same concerns were raised
saying there have been no signifopposite
manner to each
has said the Clinton presbusiness).
Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan,
when residents were given an
icant changes.
situation.
Why?'
idency would "close down" if Congress fails to pass a compromise
opportunity to speak to the
What?
Rules exist for a reason. Regmeasure.
council.
There had been absolutely no
obvious there.
ulations are devised with a purblatantly
It
is
"And therefore, it won't," Moynihan added Confidently. "We will
major changes of any type in that
Water drainage is not directly
pose. Slight deviation is a natural
have been changes. Twelfth
reach an agreement" because there is no other choice. in
stated
area.
as
rezoning
busito
with
related
-occurrence-but- complete disreexploded
has
Street
Political logic says Moynihan, chairman of the Senate Finance
Some people cited the amount
the findings of fact that must be
gard of the rules can damage or
ness. The lot in question is
Committecaand head of the Senate team that will try to work out a
be
to
request
of,
rental property on lrvan Street impair long-range goals in the
on the
noted for a rezoning
lots
B-4
by
in
blocked
middle course with the House, is right. But pick -apart the issues, and
as major ehange.:
end.
west and B-2 on the north side. granted.
the same logic says it could be very difficult.
House Democrats approved a version of the bill, the heart of Clinton's deficit-reduction. plan, with higher taxes than the _Senate, and
fevver _cuts in. politically sensitive programs such as Medicare.
The votes were so close in each chamber — a margin of six in the
Howe and a -tic broken by-Vice-President Al-Gore in the-Senate —
that the gap seems much wider than. the running room at hand.
On the other hand, they -can't stop running until they succeed.
"Bill Clinton would be -dead if we brought this budget down" to
defeat, worrieda Senate Democratic aide as he prepared for the
House-Senate negotiations scheduled to begin Thursday. .
Members of Congress often engage in hyperbole, and their staff
.
--members-- -worry-too-much. Bin 3 cheek-with-the- tooler--minds
academia would do little to calm their nerves.
"I think Bill Clinton needs,this desperately at this point," said Stephen Wayne of Georgetown University, who has written extensively
on the success and failure of presidents on Capitol Hill.
After an apparently successful world summit. Clinton has in Congress "a potential turnaround for his presidency."
"
n if he loses, the perception of stalemate continues, of his ineptitude
on the important issues continues, and it becomes very difficult to
claim credit, for a recovering economy. It just becomes good luck on
his watch," Wayne said,
If he-wins, and.
:economy improves, -people will tie the two
—
togetker. "What it produced for 'Reagan was a Teflon coating," which
- •••••=lailie
NIDSIEY
helped keep the Republican popular even during times of policy faise—--•••°
.•=1.
lure, Wayne said.
I'm ci.viz
t.
"It's less the victory itself or the symbolism, as it is the first step
-:e—
on an economy that is defensible as Clinton heads into election,"
41•1=111. •
agreed Christopher Deering of George Washington University.
"Nobody's going to remember what the hell it was," but they will
remember him winning or losing. "It's important to the reputation of
)
.'Ail Viona,
a presidency, not just a president but a presidency, to establish a success rate early on," Deering said.
After initial troubles, Jimmy Carter had a much greater success rate
• in Congress than Reagan, but Carter never fully shook the image of a
loser or Reagan as' a winner, even though he later had few successes.
But could Clinton never -recover? Of course not;
ri
oad at ihe"
- Tohn F. Kennedy had early failures in Congie-.sts. airatirBay of, Pigs, but he became a stronger president.
Janies David Barber of Duke University. known for his study of
presidential personality, said early success on their economic progFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
they have simply been too optirams set the tam for presidencies including Franklin D. Roosevelt and
The news last week that layoffs
mistic. This could have provided
Reagan.
are coming in state government
some political.cannon fodder for
So what would happen if Clinton failed?
was not unexpected. It had been
legislators in the past because
"I suspect that he would try again," Barber said. "There might
only a matter of time beftwe
almost invariably used admithey
conceivably be an analogy of what he did with education in Arkansas. someone admitted that the payroll
nistration estimates. But the fact
It -took years-to -do-it-ft-did res-ult- ia making an improvement, if-not
would have to be cut, rather than
is, those legislators also agreed to
perfection:merely shrink.
spend c.very dime of those estiIn Washington, though, people don't want to talk about middle
But the manner in which the
mates, which would blunt whatAn Associated Press News Analysis
ground. Everyone gets classified as a winner or a loser, whether it's
acknowledgement was made was
ever criticism they might make.
time to make that judgment or not.
probably aren't all that popular.
somewhat unusual from a politi- side of a few zip codes in KenIf lawmakers wanted to make
So even if it's exaggeration to say Clinton's place in history is at
(Moloney, on the 'other hand,' themselves out as the more fiscalcal perspective and raises some tucky, state employees do not
stake in the next few weeks, "it's a nice card to play, politically,"
says he's retiring from the Senate
questions for the future. It may enjoy the public sympathy they
ly responsible branch, they could
Deering said.
and delights in being curmudbe cooperation, it may be imagine.
have but the estimating burden
And there's always a chance it's not exaggeration after all.
geonly
in
any
event.)
gamesmanship.
on the executive branch,
again
Brown
proved
If Gov. John Y.
It is just as possible that MoloIt began with a letter from
and then decided to spend less
anything,
it
was
that
state
EDITOR'S NOTE — Steven Komaro-w is chief congressional
ney and Long saw the upside. If than -that amount in • the next
Rep. Marshall Long and Sen. employee layoffs are' actually
correspondent for The- As.sticialed Press.
the legislature is out front on
Mike Moloney -to Cabinet Secret- politically popular in most of
budget. Granted, that would have
reducing government, it gains any
ary Kevin Hable. Long and
meant legislators would have to
Kentucky.
benefit that might come from resist the temptation to spend
Moloney are the respective chairLate last week, Jones finally
that. And it-tak-cs some of the fire every dime available.
men of the House and Senate
said it — layoffs will he
away from Jones, who has recenAppropriations and Revenue necessary.
Instead, they've decided to
tly tried' to make that his cause. take responsibility for the. risky
Committees.
The Paducah Sun:
why
about
comes
The question
celebre.
In that.letter, the two legislaBecause the federal government already spends billions of dollars
business of guessing what Kenit was Moloney and Long who
At the same time, there is
tors told Hable that they intended
each year to help students finance their college education, denial of
economy is going to do
tucky's
prompted-.it.
another twist to this.
to enforce the 1982 eat) on state
tax deductions for businesses that want to do the same thing is diffi'21/4 years into the future.
From one perspective, the legi- • The Jones administration and
employment at 33,000. The cap
cult to understand.
The cooperation may be underslative
letter gave Jones the polit- the legislative budget-makers
had
been
routinely
suspended
by
A Kentucky trust program that encourages private savings and corstandable in one regard. The tradthe General Assembly in suc- ical cover he might want. He can • have agreed to use a revenue estiporate contributions toward educational expenses has run afoul of the
itional antagonism between the
simply say the legislature made mate for the 1994-96 budget that
ceeding budgets after 1982.,
Internal Revenue Service, which contends the fund provides a private
branches is offset somewhat
is arrived at jointly by the two
Given that full-time state _ him do it. That begs the question
benefit and that the endowments therefore cannot be sheltered from
because Hablc enjoys.a relatively
employment is now about 35;500, lvlty Long and %Money would' ranCles or government.
-taxation.
warm personal relationship with
take the hit themselves, especialFaulty revenue estimates are to
the math simply didn't work by
The program was set up under 1988 legislation. Individuals can pay
Moloney and Long. And Hable
lame for the recent spate of
itself. That meant 2,500 fewer ly since Long, a former mayor of
into their own college fund, which is supplemented by the business
has kept the two apprised of what
Shelbyville, lives in one of the budget cuts and the one coming
state employees by next year at
contributions. As of March 31, the fund had 1,416 accounts totalling
the administration is doing to cut
zip
codes where state layoffs this year. For whatever reason,
this time and that- couldn't hap$1.8 million.
the budget.
pen on its own.
Executives for the fund fear that without the tax exemption, efforts
The net effect of all of this on
Hable and his boss, Gov. Breto raise money for the endowment will be severely thwarted.
the coming budget won't be
reton Jones, have. hinted at a
The IRS, in its defense, may feel bound by its reading of the perti_known until March or April 1994,
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
smaller payroll, but for some reanent tax' laws, which would lend support to the position of Paul Borof course. But- this•js. a critical
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
son have refused to acknowledge
fiscal time for state government.
den, director of the Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority,
print letters on a vuiety of topics, provided they comply with the fol.•
or even mutter the dreaded word
Bond agencies have mimed that
that federal legislation is the answer.
writer,
with
the
signed
the
lowing
guidelines:
all
by
letters
must
be
— layoffs.
unless the state gets its financial
However the tax code might be interpreted, we believe the Kentuckwriter's address and telephone number included in PSC verification is
It is partly understandable. The
house in order, it risks a lower
y position is the right one in principle.
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
prospect of layoffs sends state
credit
rating. There is tittle appaThrough a variety of grant, loan and scholarship programs, the fedand
doubletypewritten
Letters
'should
be
be more than 500 words.
The
employees
conniptiOns.
into
general
public
patience with governrent
statement
a
that
the
has
the
public
government
has
made
eral
spaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
whining increases dramatically.
financial
foibles, and virment's
interest in helping citizens finance higher education.
and to limit frequent writers.
But the brave talk of sonic state
for more
tually
none
detectable
Ledger
Murray
Editor,
Letter
to
the
Letters
should
be
to:
addressed
government
union
even
under
the
taxes
—
legiorganizers
guise of
notof
a
this
kind
program,
then
anticipate
If the tax code did not
'rft Thnes,
Box- 1040.J4iany. ICY 42071.
reform.
withstanding, the fact-is that outslative remedy seems clearly in order.

Clinton reputation
possibly ridingon
economic package

It seem-I- we, as society, are
continually making rules, then
breaking -them. Hence, the old
cliche, "rules are made to be
broken."
• However, why even bother
making the rules or regulations if
we aren't going to follow them?
The Murray Planning Commission voted 5-3 to deny a reconing
request at 1013 Payne Street from
R-2 (single-family residential) to
B-4 (medium-density business).
The. problem is not that the
commission denied the request
but its reason for doing so.
The applicant said he made the
rewsi....baced 1W au'
had been "major changes of an
economic, physical or social
nature within the area involved
which were not anticipated in the
community's comprehensive plan
and .which have substantially
altered the basic character of the.

Stacey Crook
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Mark R. Chellgren
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FARM/AGRICULTURE
Study looking at safety
in farming in Kentucky

Getting ready

were

chose to
lyway.
n from the
he reasons
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ilete disredamage or
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COVINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A
federally funded study of farm
safety' is documen,ting in Kentucky what health authorities
have -suspected for yearS.
"Farming is one of the most
dangerous occupations," said Dr.
Michael Auslander, the medical
.epidemiologist who is supervising the study. "Agriculture is in
the top four with mining, construction and transportation."
While stricter laws and safer
equipment have improved working conditions in other occupations, farm safety lags behind.
Injury rates are falling in mining_

why they are collecting data on
every farm-related iiijury in those
counties for thr&._ years.
In the kiur counties around
Maysville, the research on farmrelated injuries began last spring.
The number of injuries in
Mason, Bracken. Fleming and
Robertson is high jn light of the
total number of people who lise
on farms there. The latest census
'shows that 6,554 people, or 17
percent of the population. li)e. on
farms in -those loiir counties
The number of injuries
in one year -- breaks down to
one for every -- people V4 ho live

Maysville who is working on the
study.
The rate of injury in the fourconnty study doubled during
tobacco-harvesting season last
August'and September. The injuries, were mostly cuts from spears
and hatchets or falls from barns
.and wagons.
Compounding the potential for
injury during tobacco harvesting
is green-tobacco sickness- — an
illness caused by absorbing the
fresh tobacco's nicotine through
the skin.

(ark'elt- tobaccji sick ncss_wight
have sent 600 Kentuckians —
st4ing the-same or getting worse
killed in tlarming acOdents
percent of tobacco workers — to
in agriculture, he said.
around Maysville during those 12
rooms last year, the
emergency
And while child-labor laws
months.
.
National Institute kir Occupationprotect children from the haiards
"1 think it's %Oat v‘e here
al Safety and Health reported.
of other occupations, no laws expected, hut its not what's been
protect children on the farm.
Auslanreported anvwhere," said
The high incidence of green. Virgil Franks, 74, is. not a farder in an inters ies from his
tobacco sickness was uncovered.
offices in the Cabinet for -1-1raiwan- in NIOSII's farm study an Butler,
mei% hut-he was -jaiared-a few
__eks ago in j_farm aecidspt. He . Resourc.es
.
Frankfort. .
----Waffto-w-Aaff-ou, -Nelson- and -Tay,
was cutting grass with a tractor
Researchers are attempting to
lor counties last )ear.
- June 16 when the tractor rolled
document e% CT), 1111111-% that
By the time researchers fin ith
over on him.
required medical care in the nine
this larm-moiry research. thc).
Franks managed to survive but
stud) CMIMICS. From the earls
hope to know which kinds of
has,:
is still in a lot of pain, said his
data, epidemiolug 1st
behavior and which types of
sister, Ruth Dills. Franks had
who
observed that !arm workers
machines create risks for farmers.
moved back to Kentucky to settle
are over age 60 or under IS are
Then -the) evpeet to recommend
on -a corner of the Dills' lag-acre
the most likely to be injured.
to manufacturers engineering
farm .near .Dry Ridge.
''Tractor rolloser seems to
changes in farm implements to
Accidents like his occuroften, occur in older farmers. Their
early data from the new study
sense of balance is not as good. impros 1' safety. • .
docuhas
study
indicates. The
Their reaction time is sirmer,'
Much of.what_they.'11 do, howmented 277 farm-related injuries
A uslander said.
ever, is trv to educate farmers
in the past year in four rural
Sixteen percent of all inntries
about the haiards Of their work.
northern Kentucky counties.
in the Study were tO those under
.After Virgil Franks' tractor
Reducing the incidence of
age IS. Half the children who
menihers of the Dills
accident,
farm-related injuries is the main
were injured by machniery %ere
Limit)
they 'ye already gotten
feel
goal- of the research being conyounger than 1.2.
a harsh lesson in farm i s4froy
ducted in Mason, Bracken, FlemWhen young children are
"I think we're-going tO put roll
ing and Robertson counties in
injured at play on the farm. its
bars on all the tractors' on the
northern Kentucky and five other
often when an adult is tr) mg to
Kentucky counties.
farm MM.: Mrs. Dills said. "We
•
But -first researchers must - work and watch children at the
all know all about things like
same time, said Joan Muehlhauer, That. It just takes_ something like
document where and what the
an agricultural health nurse in
hazards of farming are. That's
this to make us do it."
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Farmers who harvest their crops
at-the right time and use the right
silo design can reduce yield loss and
improve labor efficiency.
"Choosing the right practices and
type of storage now, in,early summer, can determine-the success of
feed quality and storing efficiency
later in the harvest and feeding
season, said Larry Turner, Extension agricultural engineer at the
University of Kentucky's College of
Agriculture.
- - Producers should consider proper
harvesting techniques and moisture
content to ensure fewer losses.
"Try to target a moisture content
of 60 to 70 percent, depending on
whether the silage is grass, alfalfa,
or corn," Turner said.
Producers also must decide
which storage system to use; upright, bunker, or trench silos.
An upright storage system has
been the traditional silo choice of
many producers. Bunker and trench
systems store silage flat or horizontal to the ground. Bunker silos are
above ground and trenches are
below the ground.
Other available Options include
silo bags, either individual roundbale size bags or large capacity bags
containing several tons.
Turner suggested producers consider the following factors in choosing the most appropriate system for
their situation:
* installation cost of facility
▪ labor involved in handling
silage
* management required for repair
and maintenance of silo
"Generally, bunker and trench
silos cost substantially less per ton
than an upright," Turner said.
"However, dry matter and quality
losses can-be greater in a bunker or
trench as opposed to an upright."
In addition, many producers favor bunker and trench silos over
uprights because the Bat silos generally require less repair and maintenance, particularly with respect to
the unloading system.
Producers have the option in
bunker and trench silos to include
wood or concrete sides, either precast or poured in place. They can
also use temporary storage facilities, if time or finances do not allow
a permanent structure.
"The best choice depends on the
producer's individual needs," Turner said.

"es photo
AMY WILSON ledger & T ,

Sean Roberts of Livingston County wipes his dairy. cow as he prepares to enter her in the State
Department of .Agriculture .Area District 4-11 and 11TA show at the fairgrounds July 7. A.bout IS
participants from Todd. Lisingston, Calloway and (rases counties entered the annual competition.

Japanese imports causing trouble
Those troublesome green- and
bronze pests arc present in Kentucky's landscape again. Japanese
beetles can be controlled, however, through careful and effective
methods.
They made their appearance
last week- on the University of
Kentucky's campus, said Mike
Potter, extension entomologist at
UK's College of Agriculture.
"Japanese beetles feed on nearly 3(10 pecies of plants," he said.
"They devour leaves and flowers
and may seriously damage overripe or wounded fruit."
These beetles prefer roses,
grapes, purple-leaved Norway
and Japanese maples, linden,
purple leaf plum and most varieties of flowering crabapple.
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East Main St.

753-4461

'"Japanese beetles prefer plants
in full sun and usually IfLed in
groups on upper foliage,— said
Dan Potter, ornamental and turfgrass entomologist at UK.
Adult Japanese beetles begiii to
emerge from the ground in late
May and June and are abundant
throughout mo.s1 of the summer.
The grubs, or larvae, then feed on
roots of grasses and other plants
during the late summer and fall.
"From a management standpoint, it is important to realize
that both adults and larvae cause
damage," Mike Potter said.
"However, we focus on adult
control during this time of year."
For protection of adult Japanese beetles in trees, shrubs and
flowers, landscape owners should

remember some tips.
Initially, select plants that arc
not preferred by Japanese beetles.
For most owners, however,
susceptible plants are already
established in the landscape and
other Lictics must be used.
When plantings are small and
beetle numbers are relatively low,
then hand removal may suffice.
"One of the easiest ways to
remove beetles from small plants
is to shake them off early in the
morning when the insects are
sluggish," Dan Potter said.
Some insecticides, when used
properly, can be effective against
adult .Japanese beetles.
"Sevin is quite effective and is
a product of choice for homeownei-S-," Mike Potter said.
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Six members of the Calloway County FF.A chapter attended the
Kentucky FFA I.eadership Training Center in Hardinsburg June
21-25". -Pictured (from. Setif ire----A•ndre% Falv4e11, John tieurin..
Chad Ward, Stephen Keel, Grant Pittman and Troy Geurin. Not
pictured is Larry (ilbert, chapter adyiser.

July Specials
at

Your Summer
Movie Headquarters!
Any

2

Movies

$300
for
Hot July Arrivals
Malcolm X
Untorgiven
Home Alone II
The Bodyguard
Teenage Mutant Nino Turtles Ill

2 Cartoons 99°
•

Nintendo Games
$175
Only

$000
•
11.11
Super

New games arriving daily including
WWF Royal Rumble • American Gladiators • Mario is Missing

Specials good
thru
7-29
MondayThursdays Only

'
Toc,9/11
Graham Smith, M.D.
announces the opening of his new
family practice in Marshall County.
• Complete Family Health and
Preventive Health Care
• Physicals
• Assignment accepted, Medicare,
Medicaid, Blue Cross/Blue Shield
of Kentucky
• Admitting privileges Marshall
County Hospital
• Hours: 8:30-5:30 Monday thru Friday
Marshall County Hospital
New Addition
George McClain Drive
Benton, KY
•

For Appointment, Call 527-4803
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Jo Burkeen
110.0‘
qpk. Murray Today editor
The Purchase,Area Toastmasters still meet tonight (Monday) at
7 p.m. in the Hospitahly Room of University Branch of the Bank of
Murray. Gary Ruppel, eo-president, will be toastmaster. Speakers will
be presented by Paul Holt and Pamela Dawes. This is open to all
interested persons.

Baptist Women to meet Tuesday

Baptist Women of Westside Baptist Church will meet Tuesday. July 13, at
7 p.m. at the home of Diana Youngerman. Kathy Perksins, director of Life
-House. Crisis Pregnancy Centerof Murray, - v/111 present -the program. All
ladies interested in this ministry are urged to attend.
MURRAY HIGH FHA-Members of Murray High School Chapter of Future Homemakers of America attended the 48th annual
Kentucky FHA Convention held at Louisville. Deleptes were,..jop
photo, from left, Taryn Hansen, Jensen Douglas, Heather Higdon,
state officer from Graves County High School, and Tyeisha
Crouse. In the bottom photo are MHS Chapter officers for
1993-94 who are, not in order, Courtney Adams. president; Lindsay Branch, first vice; Taryn Hansen, second vice; Laura Roseman, third vice; Melony Stambaugh, secretary; Karen Green,
treasurer; Crystal Johnson and Keni Bazzell, events coordinators;
Becky Hubbard, reporter; Stacey Foster and Jennifer Lee, parr
liamentarians; Beth Brockway‘ and Amberly Vance, historians;
Mona Boggess, honor roll; Danielle Glover, devotional leader. Salse
,
ly Crass is advisor of the chapter.

Singles will meet Tuesday

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday. July 13. at 7
at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce. 'Lifting Your Spirits' will be theme of the program. Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer will present a
program on how to put sunshine in your day and a smile in your heart. SOS
is a non-profit support and social group for single adults, whether always
single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Pamela at
753-7638 or Jeanne, 753-0224.

Overeaters Anonymous Wednesday

Leisha Louise Cook and
Aaron Michael Stetson to marry

Cook and Stetson vows
will be said on July 31

Murray _Overeaters Anounymous will meet Wednesday. July 14. at 5:15
pm. at Ellie Community,630 Ellis Dr. This is open to all interested persons.
OA is a fellowship pt men and women from 48 walks of life who meet in
order to help solve a common .problem
compulsive overeating:Jhe only
requirement for membership is a desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is
patterned after Alocholics Anonymous-program. There are no dues, no fees,
no weigh-ins and no diets.

Mt. Zion Cemetery homecoming Saturday
The annual

homecoming at PM. Zion Cemetery will be Saturday. July 17,
starting about 8:30 a.m. The cemetery is located on Will Doores Road pear
Backusburg. All interested persons are invited. Persons unable to attend
may send their donations for the upkeep_of the cemetery to Newell Doores,
Rt. 1, Box 58. Kirksey, Ky.
•

Retail Promotions meeting_ Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney John Cook of Paducah announce the
The RetailPromotions Committee will meet Tuesday. July 13, at noon at
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Leisha
Pagliai's to plan for this year's annual sidewalk sale. By combining merLouise Cook, to Aaron Michael Stetson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Stephen
chants' dollars, this successful sale is advertised in -area newspapers and
Stetson of Caruthersville, Mo.
other news media to attract shoppers to Murray. When these shoppers-are
Miss Cook is the granddaughter.of Mrs. Juanita L. Moss of Paduin Murray, they eat, buy gas and buy groceries, etc. All merchants and interested .persons are urged to attend the meeting on Tuesday, according to
cah, the. late Felix Ralph -Moss, and of - Mr. and Mrs. Clark C. Cook of
Pam Shay of- Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce.
Grans ilk, Iowa.
Mr. Stetson is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Clayborn M. Connor.
Alzheimer's meeting on .Tuesday
and Mrs. Louise C. Stetson and the-late Roy P. Stetson, all of CarAlzheimers Disease Education Group meeting will be Tuesday, July 13.
uthersville, Mo.
•
at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. 'SwalThe bride-elect, a 1989 graduate-of Paducah Tilghman High School,
lowing Disorders and Communication Skills' will be discussed by Dixie
is a 1493 graduate of Murray State University with a degree in
Hopkins, Speech Language Pathologist. Free sitter serviceduring meetings
- elementary education. She is a member of Alpha GaniMa-Dre-ita social --isprbVided-by-Shared-Care Adult Day Program, but persons should contact
Debbie Hill, 753-0576, or MCCH Home Care Services, 762-1537, by Monsorority. Miss Cook is employed by the Paducah Department of Parks
day at 4 p.m. For more information call Joretta Randolph at 753-5561. or
and Leisure Services.
Cindy Ragsdale, L.S.W., at hospital, 762-1100.
The groom-elect, a 1989 graduate of Caruthersville High School, is
Ladies' day events at the Oaks
a December candidate Or a bachelor's degree in occupational safety
Championship ilight
Shirley
Outland Cemetery meeting on Wednesday
Country Club will he Wednesda ,
lirst. s i kie Sirigleion,
and health from Murray State University. He is a member of Pi Kappa
Outland Cemetery, located off Highway 94 East, will have its annual
July 14.
homecoming on Wednesday, July 14. A potluck meal will be served at noon.
Alpha -fraternity. With the interest rates low pn the trust fund, donations are needed for the
Bridge will he played at 9 a.m.
Wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday. July 31., at 7 p-.m,-,a4
RaPort., first, es
--UpICeep of the Ce-MeTery. Pers-OnS unable to aftend-on Wednesday may niair
Golf play will, start at 9 'a.m.
First
I cin. Shen/L.r.
Baptist
Church,' Paducah. Invitations are 'being sent.
ond:
donations to Betty 0. Vinson, 2011 Gatesborough, Murray, Ky.
with Marlene Beach. and DollSe•Lolid liehi- Shirk 1 emasRedick as hostesses. Players will
ie., W.I. 1- rm.' "Fuck. second:
Prayer Coffee on Tuesday
paired at the tee.
Prayer Coffee of Murray Christian Women's Club will be Tuesday, July
-Third Mehl
Crx..9a1 Park,s!,
9:-30--a.m.--at the home of KatherineiSlay. -816 -North 19th St.; Murr1ir
--44,0+1eF*-011-14+1?yThis is open to all interested women'te the area. Plans for the next luncheon
tesday, July 7, have been
on Tuesday, July 20. at noon at Holiday Inn will be completed.
released by Burlene Brewer and
Fourth t light
Nancx HarSandy Linn, Youth Services
27
and
28.
Anita Lou Coleman, hostesses, as
gro% e. lirst. Martha knik. second:
Direction for Calloway County
TOPS will meet Tuesday
Story Hours arc Imok centered
follows:
I ov.. elitt• Tiff\ .
Murray TOPS Club, Kentucky *34. will meet Tuesday. July 13, at First
Public Library, has released the
enrichment programs designed
themes for Story Hour for the
for the chiklren between the ages Presbyterian Church, Main and 16th Streets, Murray. Weigh ins begin at 6
p.m. and meeting at 7 p.m. TOPS (take, off pounds sensibly) is an internamonth of July.
of 3. to 7.
tional non-profit weight control program and support group. For further infor"Friends" was the theme on
A special shortened version of
759-9964.
July 6 and 7.
Story Hour is Parents and Twos. mation call
The theme for Tuesday and
Story Hour is held each TuesThe Star
Bingo games Tuesday
Wednesday,
13
and
July
14,
day
will
and Wednesday from 10:30
Bingo games, sponsored by Knights of Columbus, will be Tuesday, July
Spangled Girl
-1-1.41:*ihrrr
he "Let's Go Fishing."
to 11:30 a.m. and Parents and
13, at 7 p.m. at the new KiC Building on Squire Hale Road, between South
Jul. 16 and 17 at 8 p.m.
Johnny Robertson Road and Oaks Road. The doors will open at 6 p.m. ProFor Tuesday and Wednesday, Twos on the same days from 9:30
off Arcadia Drive
ceeds are used for church and civic projects.
July 22. 23 and 24
July 20 and 21, the theme will he
to 10:30 a.m.
_
City-County Park
- • at 8.-pm. -"Foolish iFurniture."
Persons desiring- more informaCoffee Break Tuesday
For Reservations
Sunday. .July. IN and 25
"Cat Tales" will he the theme
tion may call the library at
A-Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church on
Call:
at 2 p.m.
for Tuesday and Wednesday, July 753-2288.
Tuesday, July 13, at 9:30 a.m. This weekly event is for all interested persons who meet for Bible study and refreshments.

Oaks ladies plan events--

-

•

e4
St y Hour-themes. list_al

_•

•

759-1752

Eric W. Thurmond born
JCPENNEY STYLING SALON
407 NAN
:IA

Mr. and Mrs. Gary Wade Thurmond of Rt.1, Box 125A, Murray, arc the parents of a son, Eric
Wade _Thurmond, horn on Friday,
June 25, at 10:22 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The .baby weighed nine pounds
I I ounces and measured 22'4

inches. A sister is Monica Kay
Thurmond, 3. The mother is the
former Mary Denny.
Grandparents arc Mrs. Mary.).
Thurmond and the late Cecil
Thurmond of Rt. I, Murray, and
Mrs. May Denny and the late Ray
Denny of Rt. I, Dexter.

Parents Anon_ymous Tuesday
The local chapter of..Parents Anonymous has changed its meeting from
Monday to Tuesday of each week. The meeting will start at 6 p.m. on Tuesday, July 13. For more information call 753-0082.

Art classes planned Thursday

Art classes are being conducted at Calloway Courtly Public Library this
summer by Lynn Pesoat Warren. On Thursday, July 15, the class will be on
'Wearable Art.' Students are asked to bring clothing to paint print, marblize
and/or tie-dyetercolors and acrylics. To register call Warren at 489-2751.

Carter reunion planned July 24

A reunion of the Elidge and Ada Carter family wifT be Saturday. July 24, at
Farmington Community building. A potluck lunch will be served at 1 p.m. All
relatives and friends are invited to attend.

Tyler Andrew Shaw born
eountry5ide
HEALTH CARE

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Howard
Shaw of Rt. 4, Box 116, Murray,
are the parents of a son, Tyler
Andrew Shaw, born on Wednesday, June 30, at 9:13 a.m. at

Application and inquiry for residency are now being considered for.
Countryside Health Care. Highway 62. Bardwell. Kentucky.

PERM PLUS
Now through July 31,save
20% on perms and TIAIIXIWIL
Also save on Paul Mitchell's'
Perm Pak. For only 3.99 you'll
receive a 2-oz. Super Charged
Conditioner, a super gentle
Detangler Comb, both a 7.45
value, plus a certificate worth
3.99 off your next complete
salon service.
For the salon nearest you,
call 1-800-542-5565
pnerne
On** suPPfas Wei Savsnan
roindara Mead $45 and up innq nan and
dinar wrap* additoonal Caere

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8;
No Appointment
Thursday & Friday 9.8;
Necessary Call 759-9811
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5

Nestled 'among the lush rural surroundings of Carlisle County-, this
stunning long term care facility will begin its skilled nursing service
to area residents within the next few weeks. In efforts to serve the
Community more effectively we will be taking inquiries and receiving applications.for admissions at this time.

Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 14 ounces and measured
21 inches. The mother is the former Paula Arnett. They have one
daughter. Robin Shaw.
Grandparents are Mrs. Belie
Shaw of Mayfield and the late
Howard L. Shaw and the late Mr.
and Mrs. Palmer Arnett of
Murray.

Listed below are just some of the many services and accommodations that will he available:
• '..:tirrird and sppcitnis inferior
• bola private and sentepnvate
r! profess:ono; 24 hour
nurs ng sert
• ul ti utilized. nutritional pm• S4••

r47

Agvessive rehabilitative services
biding speech. physical and
oi cur:teem.' therapies
• lircrearicnj:. religious and social
cirtiyiTtes ivith chapil and meditation localities ui house

• Accurate and prompt medication
dispensing
• Al! maintenance and housei,eeping services
• Individually controlled healing
and cooling system
• .411 supportive medical services
arranged
State of the art auxilenn• medical
equipment
• Licensed cosmetologists services
• Outdoor Tr:Trot:ohol areas
including stocked lair

To receive further information or to arrange an admission please
contact Sharon Boaz, or Jennifer Roach (502) 628-5424. Monday'
through Friday from the hours of 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

•

(
Selections is pleased to
announce that Claire Bell,
bride-elect of Santiago
Nunez hasjoined our bridal
registry by choosing her
china, crystal and flatware.

OiSeleCtlei/S
Mon.-Sat.
10 a.m.-6 p.m.

r. Dixieland Cu.
•

et.

75.3-880S Chestnut St..,
_

•
Cindy Varner
bride-elect of
Tim Rhodes
has made her
gift selections
from
•
Pier is
Bridal Registry

120511 Chestnut • 7531851

5-,

•••114/16111101100••
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z•sang,Solo Why.ao.
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Murray Country Club ladies schedule activities

CALENDAR
Mied27. inly 12
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of
(7alloway County Fire District 2/Fire Stathe Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./Masonic
tion at New Concord/7 P.m.
Temple.
Lodge 72S of Woodmen of World/6
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
p.m./Log Cabin Restaurant.
Single Too/7 p.m./Louie's Steak House. building.
Info/Wynnona, 753-7845 or Celia. Parents Ananynities/6 p m
Info//53-0082.
753-6078.
Murray TOPS Club. Kentucky 034, First
Southwest Catkoway Site-Based Decision
Presbyterian Church/6 p.m.
Making Council/5:30 p.m.
Murray Lions Club/6:30 p.m./Murray
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
'p.m./Education Unit, Murray-Calloway ,Woman's Club House.
THEOS/2 p.m/Annex of Calloway CounCounty Hospital.
ty 'Public Library.
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Prayer Coffee of Murray Christian
Puppets/8 p.m. .
Women's Club/9-30 a.m./home of Kather-.
First Baptist Church evenu include Day
inc Ray.
Camp for ales 7 to 10 at 9:30 a.m.; Betty
Summer Bible Conference/7
Sledd Picnic/6:30 p.m. w/Joni Elrod.
p.m./Northside Baptist Church.
First Presbyterian Church events include
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Trot class/1:01 p.m.
Eva Wall Mission Group/2 pm•
First Christian Church events include
Dexter/senior activities/9:30 Prn Info/
Boy Scout Troop 77/6:30 p.m.
Elsie Springer. 474.8075. Akoholle Anonymous closed discussion
Weeks Center/open 8 am.-4 p m./for
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Buildsenior cititens' activities
ing. South Sixth and Maple Streets.
-- — _Hazel Center/open 10 .a.m. p.m.itur
Info/7534136 or 435-4314.
senior citizens' activities.
Hardin City Council/6 p.m./Hardin City
Alcoholics Anonymous/open meeting/8
Hall.
p m./American Legion Hall. South Sixth
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
and Maple Streets. Murray.
Department/6:30 pm/Water Valley ComAlzheimer's Disease Information
Yriunay Center. ..._
meeting/e
p.m./Maio:ay - Callolivay
PAL (Purchase_ AIDS Link) Support
Groupf7 p.m./Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.. County Hospital. Info/762-1100 or
753-5561.
Info/I-444-2685.
Westside Baptist Church events include
Epilepsy Foundation of Western KenBaptist Women at home of Diana
tucky Sell-help Group/7 p.m./basement
classroom/Western Baptist Hospital. Youngennan/7 pm.
First Baptist Church events include Day
Paducah.
Camp for ages 7-10 at 9:30 am and ShaSummer Bible Conference/7 ron Wells
Mission Gr,oup/noon with Jo
pm./orthside Baptist Church:
!Staten
•
Tuesda,, July 13
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/open
Calloway County Ftscal Court/I
.
pm / ffice of Judie/I:Neon-lye -TIFOrge 110 _a.ai -Ili pm
National Boy Scout Museum/open 9
Wcaks.
Calloway County Public Library events a.m -430 pm.
Land Between the Lakes events include
include Perents and Twos/9:30 a.m. and
Planetarium Show/11 a.m., I. 2 and 3
Story Hour/10 30 am.
p.m./Visitor Center. Iron Industry/I0 30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m_ and Food Preservation
depending on garden yields/Homeplace;
Deer Up Close/I0
Snakes and
Tunles/I jam_ Eagles Up _Close/2 p.m.
and Red Wolves/3 p.m./Naturc Center.
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Auxiliary has
special events

By JERI WILLEY
Arrives Auxiliary Reporter

at noon at
bining merpapers and
toppers are
s and interccording to
:e.

Arnvets Auxiliary Post 45 has
had a very busy month of June.
June stana with the Mcmoriat
Day Fun Run. Many veterans and
their fartilies took .part. They
• marched, ate, and all had fun.
On June 13. we said good bye
to the 1992-93 officers_ and
nistailed the 1993-94 officers.
The state convention was June
17-20 during which an election of
officers for 1993-94 was held.
Two of Post 45 members are now
state officers. They arc Bonnie
Scott as first vice and Shirley
Fowler as treasurer.
Thanks Jr1 Judy Ruwleite.:we
won scrapbook and publicity
awards.
-- -Let's all pitch in and make this
car a successful year for all of
us.
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>ital. -Swatd by Dixie
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BYBEE NAMED — T ny
Bybee of Union City, Tenn., son
of Barry Bybee and Suzanne
Miller, formerly of Murray,
and grandson of Sue Morton of
Murray, made the Dean's List
for the spring semester at
Middle Tennessee State University, N1urfreesboro, Tenn. A
sophomore marketing major,
he is a member of Kappa Alpha
fraternity.

Library this
s will be on
it, marblize
1 489-2751.

, July 24, at
it 1 p.m. All

•

Coll play w ill start at 9 a in.
Those not listed in the lineup but
de-Siring to plav may come and he
paired at the tee. Hostess will he
Betty Lowry, 753-1285. 11 a per •
son is unable to play. please call
the hostess.
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m
30 years
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Jay Lockart
Tyler, Texas

9:50
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Mrs, Elizaeth H. Marshall, P.O Box
146, Hazel: Steven Troy McClure. 905
Story Ave., Murray; Mrs. Ten M
Lampkins, At. 1, Box 286, Hardin;
Miss Dorthey L. Adams, Rt. 4, Box
393E. Paris, Tenn, Ronald P Kates%
Rt. 1, Box 369C, Benton; Peter
Jacobsma: A-6 Fox Meadows, Murray.
Larry W. Green, 711 Walker Rd..
Jackson, Tenn ; Mrs. Fannie J Futrell.
503 Vine St., Murray; Mrs Amy Jo
Ellis, 1202 Peggy Ann Dr.,- Murray:
Mrs Barbara J. Darnell, At. 1, Box
194, Hardin; Mrs. Clydie E Childress,
426 South Eighth St., Murray;
Mrs. Teresa Diann Boyd. Rt. 1. Box
323, Sedalia; Mrs. Dorothy L. Baker,
At. 3, Box 271, Murray.

Selections is pleased
that
to
announce
Taninzy -Tidwell, brideelect of•ShaniL,1acksou_
has joined our bridal
registry by choosing her
china.

404 South 12th • Murray
(next to The Edge)
Hours:
lb-Cl/1Se

Mr. and Mrs. Danny A..McCuiston of HCR 75.1tox 165-E, NewConcord, will cele_biale.. their 3.1).th_we,41ing anniNersary' ou_Isso,1*.
Jul! 1 1.
•
This Will he a special event with their Loud%
1 he couple Was married July 11, 196.
(-Kruk! Owens at the
home oi the bride.
Their attendants were Lila McCuiston and Mac My-Cumin].
Mrs. McCumon, the tomer Carolyn Cumunghamin.- the daughter
ol Garnett Cunningham and the late - Zelda Cunningham.
- Mr. McCtoston is the son of Mr:. Nava I.ue \IL Cuistort and the late
Allen McCuision. .
They have two sons. Mark- McCuiston and - Wite, Bonnie, and Damn
N1cCuiston and wile.. Penny; and one grandson. Slade Allen

The Associated Ladies for
Lipscomb from four area counties
are Spnsoring a —Regional-trickin" for teens who will he entering
the ninth through 12th grades
plus 1993 graduates.
This will he held from
p.m.
on Friday. Aug. 6, until 7 a.m. on
Saturday, Aug.77, at Curris- Ceri
Grant
ter., MuTray-,-S-ta-te-•--U-aryt4sify-7
Lots of activities are planned
including
games, howling,
. •
movies, live .entertainment, a
devotional speaker (Mike Tanaro
•
— -TForn tone Ozikrgreaf rood,- iota
much more.
The cost will he S15 per person. Proceeds from this eVent
Grant Allen Williams celewill go toward -scholarship funds
brated his Second birthday on
to assist local students- who will
Saturday, July 3. The theme- was
be attending David Lipscomb
"Barney."
University, Nishville, Tenn.
He is the son of Lori and -Mark
For registration information
Williams of Rt. 5, Murray.
contact Janie Parker at 753-9354
Cake and ice cream ,were
or -Peggy Carraway at 435-4501.
served to family and friends
The registration deadline is July
attending the special occasion.
19.

GOSPEL
MEETING

led seven
I measured
is the for:y have one
V.
Mrs. Belie
id the late
he late Mr.
Arnett of

C,14lom

Ryan
Tee 9 F at Garr -,or
an Bettl.flelote ani Reherca liN•r•
Tee 10 La.,
: r,.er Sup C,11,,ir
and Marion i'ci;:rlt

•Mvflor & Latex Balloons
•Custom Dpsian Country .Cr
•Decoratrve Mugsr Assdtred ady
•Cift Baskets
•New Arrivals Everyday
•Eree Delivery
'Monthly Saloon Ilouquoi SP•c".
753-5242

11.
County

RA:SAW-n.4

The lineup is as follows:
Tee 1 - Mary Bogard. Betty Jo Pur

Regional lock-in
planned Aug. 6

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for .Friday, July
9, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Kendley baby girl,-mother, Cowentia
Kendley, 304 Pine St., Murray;
Turner baby girl, parents, Erica and
Troy, At. 7, Murray.
Dismissals
Guy S. Wilson, Rt 5, Box 198, Murray; Mrs. Wanda J. Bailey, Post Oak
Drive, Murray; Mrs. Josephine A Morris, 1404 ,Vine St., Murray;
Hubert Lee White, HCR 75 Box 108
W, New Concord; Joe G. Sinyard, Rt.
5, Box 961, Murray; Mrs. Mildred
Pealo, 401 South 10th St., Murray;

lo- Fraces tru,se ard Ben,
Stewart
Too 3 Tonia Eke Mary 0 Dav
Delta Miller and Diane Viianova
T44 4 insis Orr Venela Seiton
Mr garet Sh.Joett ,ind Betty L oar t,
Tee 5 • Ton' Hopson Cathryn Gar
rot! Dana •.ohl-rc.cher ar.(1 Rar'Hv
Appersop
+-„D.,:•i00
Tee 6 • H
sco:
crousp
!
Tee 7 , Ann Brown -; ran..-es
ir
Shley
ie. ',horn and
( • -1 1•01.
Tee 8 1o.;)ce limb •kirsrma

-Ladies ol Murray Countrv
Club s ill have event. on Wednesday, July 14.
Bridge will he played at 0' 30
a.m. For reservations or cant-ella•tions call Eva Morn'. a
753,8584.

Hospital report released

Church on
irested per-
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LvScicctions
Mon.-Sat.
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
• Dixieland Ctr ria-iorion Cheinout

_

St

0/-

Jackie Spiceland
17 Years Experience
-Hours: Tuesday. Thursday & Tridav
8:30-5 Liner By Appointment
140011 Hillwood Drive • ‘lufray
759-1242

-4111g1f4111

4Lindsev K. Pace

•

( •irl has
first birthday
P

Lindsey K. Pace celebrated her
fjrst birthday on Tuesday, June
29. A party,- was given at her
home on Sunday, June. 27, by her
parents. :fun arid Cindy Pace.
"Mickey Mouse" was the
theme of the party..
- Guests attending were her
glandmothers, Mrs. Dav-tha. Outland and Mrs. Mae Pace: uncle. •
Danny Outland; aun-t. Debbie
Outland; great-aunt, Shirley Von
Schoec-h-Hcousins•; _Jesse Outland.Rachel..Outland, Micheal Outland, Justin Baker and Shawn
Von Schoech.

2PRICE

On All Summer Merchandise

Murray Store Only
• OPP

1-1Z

University* Plaza • 753-7657

THE

DAILY SHIPPING
U.P.S. & U.S. POSTAL
SERVICE
M-S 9:00-5:00

TREASURE HOUSE
OF GIFTS
Southside Shopping Center • 753-6798
mit

um

mut nun me

anm

MIN OM EMI

mai mem mon

FREE

$30

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

VALUE

EXAMINATION

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY

You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5.
6.
7.
8.

Dizziness
Sore Elbows'
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11 Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

13
14
15
16

4

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can

relieve your aches
and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic lest, a
chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test. a spinal alignment check,an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private
consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

Dr. Dennis L. Heskett, D.C.
entire examination is FREE
It you want more care and treatment
we do all the paperwork

This

•

FREE. .
DISCLAIMER OUR OFFCE
0PAY,CANCEL PAYMENT OR RE
/CY PriOTECTS YOU 'THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RE SPONSifil E FOR PAYMENT HAS A FIGHT Toni'USE.
RE maunsEDFOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SE RVCES, EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT voriiCH is PERFORMED AS A RESLAT OF AND WIT0-074 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING To THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMiNAT ION OR TREATMENT •

CALL for your FREE appointment NOW!

$30
VALUE
EMI 1011111 IMO Ma OEM

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
301 N. 12th Street
(at University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071

759-1116
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Golden Bear strikes again

Cardinals
run slowed
by red hot
Colorado

Nicklaus fights off Weiskopf to win Senior Open
By JOHN MOSSMAN
AP Sports WrItrar

By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writ.r

ST. LOUIS — Jerald Clark
says he's sick and tired of fans
and ivriters from other cities
trashing the expansion Colorado
Rockies,
_.___They_certainry earned th Car_-._
dinals' respect after taking twd of
three from St. Louis, including a
4-1 victory- on Sunday.
"When -1 watch the TV
hometown announcers, they don't
give UN much credit," Clark said.
:'They think it's an accident
• when we win. But that talk means
nothing to us because we have a
- lot of self respect and pride."
-A-si4 from- those _intangibles,
- the Rockies got Solid pitching
Arma;ndo Keynoso- and__
Steve Reed as well as three RBIs
from Clark to head into the AllStar break on a high note.
The RoCkies have won seven
of their last 10, including a threerun, ninth-inning rally against
All-Star reliever Lee Smith on
Friday. and kept the Cardinals
-from inching closer to Philadelphia in the NL East. They have
moved out of last place in the NL.
West for the first time since May
6. a game ahead of San Diego,
"I'm sure the fans here
• TURN TO PAGE 9

Jack Nicklaus won his second
Senior Open in Denser.

DENVER — Under cool,
'cloudy conditions on a course
softened by early-morning rain,
Tom Weiskopf threatened to run
away with the U.S. Senior Open
— until Jack Nicklaus got in the
way, as he always seems to do.
Nicklaus sank a 12-foot birdie
-putt at- the- Itith hole to inch
ahead of Weiskopf and capture
his first title since winning this
same event two years ago.
For Weiskopf. the result wasn't
'Surprising. He has -continually
played in Nicklaus' shadow,
including two runnerup finishes
to his fellow Ohio State alumnus
at the Masters.

lost a major championship or
"t gave it the best run I posmissed a putt under pressure?" "I
said:
Weiskopf
could,"
siblyWeiskopf said. 'The guy is the
played the best'four rounds of
greatest putter under pressure of
golf I have ever played under
all time, bar none." these types of conditions. 1 know
Nicklaus got his par, making a
in my mind no one played better
2'A -footer, to earn S135,330.
than I did from tee to green. I
Asked if he ever remembered
just didn't putt as well as some of
three-putting to lose a tournathe other guys. Jack was just one
ment, Nicklaus paused and said,
stroke better than I was. Sure,
has
this
don't recall one. I've blown a
but
"I
disappointed,
I'm
few tournaments. but I don't
happened to me before."
Weiskopf knew his valiant bid- - think I've blown too Many Of
was over as soon as his nemesis them that way. Actually, I didn't
hit the green with his approach
three-putt a green all- week. I
shot at No. 18, even though Nick- three-putted once or twice from
laus '-wari.3-5--/eci away on the -Thu'fringt, tut not- from •ter-thrtreacherous grecn; needing two green."
putts to win.
Nicklaus, 53, finished with a
"Who can tell me when Jack
1-under-par 70 for a 72-hole total
Nicklaus has ever three-putted to of 6-under 278. Wciskopf, who

doted with a 67, wound up at
.279. Kermit ?Arley . was third,
another stroke back,. and Dale
Douglass tied with Chi Chi Rodriguez for fourth at 281.
Nicklaus, who entered the final
round with a 1-stroke lead over
Douglass and a,4-shot advantage
over Weiskopf, saw his advantage dissipate in the face of a furious flurry by Weiskopf, who birdied five of his first Fight holes.
Taming he putting patalysis
that had gripped him - for three
rounds, Weiskopf vaulted to
:under-par for the tournament
6
and tradrel—ativirth-rtiNkit-letaus
and Douglass.
Wciskopf's 5-under 30 on the
• TURN TO PAGE 9

Ml-Stars muscle up for home run derby_
By JIM DONAGHY
AP Sports WrItor

BALTIMORE — If truth be
known, the players aren't yet all
that concerned about the outcome
of the All-Star game. It's the
home run derby that's grabbing
their attention now.
In an effort to match the
NBA's popular All-Star weekend
of dazzling dunks and thrilling
3s, baseball has put together an
extravaganza of its own. Events
for today at Camden Yards

include an old-timers' game. AllStar workouts and the home run
derby.
The will also be a celebrity
derby with Michael Jordan, Patrick Ewing, Bill Murray, Tom
Selleck and Jim Belushi scheduled to take some swings. Jordan just finished playing in a
celehrity golf tournament, too.
The derby, a head-to-head duel
modeled after a 1950s TV show,'
started in .1985 when Dave Parker
of the NL led the way with six
homers at the Metrodomc. But

-r

the event really took off in 1991
at Toronto when Cal Ripken set a
derby record with 12 home runs.
"That was an incredible season," said Ripken, who went on
to win the MVP with 34 homers,
114 RBIs and a .323 average for
Baltimore. "The ball looked like
a balloon, it was a once-in-alifetime groove."
The next day, Ripken hit a
three-run homer and was selected
MVP as the American League
beat the National League, 4-2, in
the first All-Star game ever play

AMERICAN LEAGUE

ed at the SkyDome.
Now, the game is being played
at beautiful Camden Yards for
the first time. Ripken is the starting-shortstop for the AL, but he's
not scheduled to appear in thc derby.
- Tbe_AL squad is led by Cecil
Fielder of Detroit, who hit a
484-foot homer onto the roof at
Tiger Stadium this season. Big
Cecil will be joined by Juan Gonz.alcz of Texas, Albert Belle of
Cleveland and Ken Crriffey tr:-of
Seattle.

The NL derby team includes
Bobby Bonilla of New York.,
David Justice of Atlanta and rookie Mike Piazza of Los Angeles.
Another NL slugger will be
added.
_
The AL won the derby last season at San .Diego, 27-13, as Oakland's Mark McGwire tied Rinken's record with- 12 home runs.
McGwire was given an ovation
matched hy anything the 'next
day.
II TURN TO PAGE 9
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Ten teams within reach of leaders
By HANK KURZ Jr.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Sunday's Games
Texas 11, Toronto 6
Chicago 11, Baltimore 5
Milwaukee 5, Minnesota 4
Kansas City 6, Detroit 2
Boston a, Oakland .2
Seattle- 5,- Cleveland 4 (11)- —
California 3, New York 2 14)

AP Sports Writs,

S.

So far, call it a thaw.
Ten American League teams
— five in each division — are
within three games of first place
at the-traditinnal-midpoint of the
season.
Toronto and Detroit have each
taken a turn atop the AL Last, but our focus. We're just going
through a bad period right now."
both went *int-tribe All-Star break
Toronto's 11-6 loss Sunday to
playing poorly. The White Sox
..have, been in first in the West for Texas was its 10th in II games,
three weeks, but never by more and the Tigers, who also lost
Sunday, are still trying to right
than three games.
themselves after a 10-game los"1 think we're all a little
exhausted right now," said Blue ing streak bridging June and July.
The Tigers lead the league in
Jays' manager Cito Gaston,
whose club still leads by a half- home runs and RBIs, but also in
game. "We've played about 50 errors and unearned runs allowed.
Manager Sparky Anderson isn't
games now with only a couple
637s—eiTrid6n't think we've lost 'amuscd by the latter.
— ----

"The game is supposed to be
you pitch it, you hit it, you catch
it," Anderson said after the
Tigers' 83rd error Sunday. "The
game was never meant to be you
pitch it, you hit it and then you
catch -up with 'it-later. It- was- like
- -spring -training- -and it's.
this- in ,
been like this the whole season."
Despite their troubles, the
Tigers and Blue Jays are still
looking down at the competition,
largely because New York's 3-2,
14-inning loss at California was
its eighth in 10 games, and Baltimore's 11-5 'Setback against Chicago dropped the Orioles to 7-7
over their last 14 games.
Boston, which seemed 'out of
the race a month ago, beat Oakland 3-2 for its 15th victory in 19

v•

••••

III TURN TO PAGE 9

NATIONAL LEAGUE
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Giants slug through key injuries
By MICHAEL ELAM

NATIONAL LEAGUE

AP Sports Writer

Sunday's Games
Montreal 5. San Diego 4

Matt Williams is on the disabled list and Robby Thompson and
Willie McGee have been
bothered by injuries.
Did that bother the San Francisco Giants over the weekend?
Not at all.
- The-Giant-S.- playing without
the three regulars, humbled the
Philadelphia Phillies in a matchup of first-place teams by taking

San Francisco 10, Philadelphia 2
Pittsburgh 3, Cincinnati 2
Colorado 4, St. Louis I
Houston 10, Chicago 1
Atlanta 6, Florida 3
Los Angeles 2. New York 1

EARN
6.00%
TAX-DEFERRED AVM II Y
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES APPLY.

FARM
BUREAU
INVESTMENTS

three of four games atVeterans
Stadium by a lopsided margin of
41-20. Sunday's score was 10-2.
"We did have a good series,"

A.1 GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)

—Replacement Windows
*Lifetime Guarantee*
FREE ESTIMATES

Bob
Cornelison

Clint Myatt (above) slides
safely into home under a
high throw to the catcher for
one of the Nlurray Heat's
early runs in Sunday's Murray Heat
Tournament
championship game against
Memphis Central the ne%
City Park. (Right) Jeremy
Weber, Matt Keel, and
Thurman Foster, left to
right, lead their teammates
off the field after Keel's
game-%inning RBI to clinch
the title.
STEVE PARKERledger & Times photos

—Vinyl Siding

Also Availably As I.H.A.

753.4703

said San Francisco Manager Dusty Baker, master of the
understatement.
In winning for the seventh time
in nine games and the 24th in
their last 32, the Giants were
helped by stars and subs alike.
Barry Bonds hit a two-run double, giving him nine RBIs in the
series. Steve Scarsonc, subbing
for the injured Williams, was
10-for-20, including four hits and
Iwo RBIs Sunday. Royce Clayton
and Dave Martinez each drove in
two runs in the series- finale.
As hot as the Giants are, Baker
didn't want -to hear talk of the
All-Star break coming at a had
time.
"We want to stop, believe
me," he said. "We need a welldeserved rest. I'm very proud of
our first half. We're a little
banged up but hopefully we'll
have everybody back in a few
weeks."

CALL
753-7020

*** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

D & W Auto Glass Sho
"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

N.

1111111111111
Grand Classic Tires
Mde
Treadwear Protection Warranty

FREE MOUNT
AND
COMPU TE R BALANCE

Lo s $5995
s Low

As

A
WAREHOUSE

TIRE

400 Industrial Rd • Murray • 753-1111
* * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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Racer head coach Houston Null and the Murray State football staff will
be holding its first-ever Murray State Football Clinic for boys ages 8-17 on
Wednesday, July 14 from 8 a.m.-4 p m. at Roy Stewart Stadium. With an
emphasis on fundamentals, throwing and catching, the clinic features individual instruction. Cost of the clinic is $25. which includes lunch Campers
should be at the stadium at 7:45 a.m. for registration For more information, call the football office at 762-6181.

en
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Murray's Erica Hill and Patty Mehr set new state records in Girls I slalom and Women II slalom, respectively last weekencl at the Kentucky State
Water Ski Championships at Twin Oaks Lakes in Paducah. Othir Murray
skiers participating were: Tyler Collins, second,- Boys I slalom:
first, Girls I slalom, tricks, overall; Patty Mohr. first, Women II slalom; Tina
Hill, first, Women II jump; Gary Collins, first,.Men II slalom tricks. overall,
second. jump. Bobby Hill, second, Men II tricks.- third, jump. -

In exciting fashion, the Murray Heat captured the chanipionship of the
.' Murray Heat Tournament by beating the Memphis Central Cardinals 8-7 in
its final at-bat Sunday evening at the Murray City Park. Murray scored two
runs in the bottom of the seventh inning, highlighted by Matt Keel's game
winning RBI to win the eight-team tournament for 11-12-year-olds.
In the championship game, pitchers Kyle Miller, Keel and Markise FosI
: 'ter combined to allow jtist three hits. Murray. now 26-10 on the season,
. collected nine hits.
Prior to the finals, Murray defeated the Lone Oak Braves, 13-10; Marshall County Blues, 11-5; Memphis Central Cardinals, 13-4: and the Metropolis Patriots, 10-3.

8

front nine tied a Senior Open
record.
Nicklaus, however, drew back
into ei ne for the lead with a twofoot birdie putt at the seventh
hole.
While Douglass slipped back
with bogeys at the 10th and 12th .
holes, Nicklaus .and Viiciskopf
stayed within one stroke of each
other.
Weiskopf, .5(): reelilyped the
lead with his sixth biraie of the
day at No. 13 but fell back into a
tie when his teeshot at the par-3
15th rolled to the edge of the
green and he three-putted for
bogey.
Weiskopf failed to take advantage of a birdie opportunity at the
par-5 17th when his tee shot sail-
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LOCAL BASEBALL

iCHTIM

,ArL&L.TCSAVINGS
irAmeritM O.BONDS
Need auto insurance?
Ross Check with us first.

Insurance
Agency
6th & Main
753-0489

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

FROM PAGE 8

UPS Pick-Up

There are also plenty of targets
for the derby .participants to aim
al. There's the big brick warehuuse in light field and an ivy covered green . wall behind the
cente-r-field -fence. There's also a
p
ad 711h,
T.
The All-Star game cou410 also
he a home run derby, with the Al_
doing most of the damage. The
-starting pitchers have .not been
officially selected yet,-hut it
might he Mark Langston of ('alifornia against John Burkett of
San Francisco or Tom Gin-inc of
Atlanta in a matehup of left-handers on Tuesday' night 0:35
p.m. EDT, CBS).

(;(xi service.
good coverage.

streak of seven games in which
he'd allowed a home run.
."It gets this hot in Mexico,"_
Reynoso said. "1 was getting
tired, but 1 was still getting ahead
of the -hatters."
Reed struck out four in two
„hitless inning's for his -first career
save. The Cardinals scored a run
in the eighth on a single by pinch
hitter Rod Brewer, a passed hall
and a run-scoring single by pinch
hitter Mark Whiten off Gary
Wayne; but Reed- quickly „cookA
them - oftReed, a right-hander. has
allowed three runs in 21 1-3
innings since returning from
Class AAA Colorado Springs on
June 14. Three - of the strikeouts
came against left-handed - hitters:-

•Ten teams...
worried about where we're at, we
just want to make sure we're
games. The Red Sox, 13 games
playing well."
out_when-Roger Clemens got haft"-We've got a chance-to doJune 21, picked up 10 games something special this' year, so
without him and get him back
we have to keep on chugging,"
Friday.
said Frank Thomas, who hit his
White Sox lead the Royals
19th and 20th flamers Sunday.
and Rangers by one game and the
Kansas City remained a game
Angels and Mariners by two.
out with its 6-2 victory Over
"It's better than being in. secDetroit, and the Rangers did likeond or third," said Chicago skipwise by beating Toronto for their
per Gene Lamont. "We're not eighth win 'in nine games.
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Nicklaus then went ahead, hitting an eight-iron 12 feet behind
the hole at No. 16 and making
the putt.
"When got to my. hall in the
-16th fairway, there was mud on
the right.side of the hall," Nicklaus said. "I remember Johnny
Miller saying if there's mud on
the right side, the hall will go
left. I don't know if it's true or
not. f just decided I wasn't going
to play to the middle of the
green. If it's going • off line, it's
going oft line.. hutit's going at
the hole to start with. It went
right over the pin."

•All-Stars...

111 Cardinals...
thought this would -be an easy
series," Clark said.
The Cardinals remained five
games behind the Phillies, who
lost 10-2 to San Francisco. Manager Joe Torre said it wasn't
because his team went to sleep
against the Rockies.
"I think you have to give them
a little more credit than saying
we were flat," Torre said. "1
can't say we relaxed, we just
didn't play particularly- welt"Reynos- (7.-4) worked seven=
plus innings in the 96-degree
heat, allowing five hits. He didn't
allow a runner past second base
until the seventh as the Rockies
won for the eighth time in his last
10 starts. Reynoso also ended 2

cd into the right rough and his
second shot to the island green
was partially blocked by trees.
He had to lay up and settle for
par.

For Your Comenience Now Offers

Other All-Stars cheered in the
for the big first baseman,
dugout
cONNIE MACK
often jumping from their seats
The Murray iipress ran
- its record to 31-8- by winning three 01 four
just to see -how far his homers.
t games over-the weekend. Saturday at Jackson State -in Jackson. Tenn., I would travel.
the Express Wit a doubleheader with tlackson. Losin9_5-4• in the opener,
los hke thstcrb
the.Express rallied in the second game to win 4-0 behind Jay Paul HornCamden Yards are a perfect lit,
don's five-hit pitching performance. Sean Waller, Adam Furgerson. Shane
loci-. The ball jumps out on a hot
"
Raspberry and Jason Fite all had hits.
On Sunday, Murray traveled to Paducah Community College to sweep a
day and the fans in the outfield
' pair of games from Reidland. Wesley Cogdell allowed just three hits in a
bleachers are right on top ot the
complete game win in the opener. Waller went 2-for-3 and Cogdell and
action.
Jason Fite each added hits.
"It's probably the nicest park
In the second game, Waller went 3-for-3 in addition to going the disin the American l cague," Belle
tance on the mound to pick up a -tour-hit win. Cogdell, Jason Fife, Jared
Fite and Furgerson all had hits.
said. "11 I had, a choice, other
Murray's next action will be at the old city park on Wednesday when
than- home (Cleveland this is
they host the West Kentucky Connie Mack League Tournament beginning
where I would want to play the
at 7 p.m.
All-Star game.'•
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Few gifts actually improve with age.
Your bank sells one ofthem.

•Golden Bear...

MURRAY STATE FOOTBALL
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9 a.m.. IC p.m. sal. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun l.i
p.m.
Hots 1141 S.
Olsmpic Plaza
753.23/10

UPS

Just Arrived!

1993 Olds Cutlass Supreme
Power seat, power windows, power.locks, power mirror., tilt
cruise, cassette ABS.

good price-

That's
State Farm insurance."

m.1

Daily Monday - Friday
Ship Weekly & Save money

$14,900
Home Olkes Bloomington mottos

MAJOR LEAGUES
A m Ro
l sc
IAm
or, .
.
C.
1)T
LEAGUE
Toronto
hie./ Yot
fletimore

I
Pct
W
44 454,
545
49
4.;
41
4' 41 1 5,4

GB
.
.
1
•

A3 48
3' 49
Weal Clneeron
W
L
45 4,
Chcago
44
42
Kansas Cny
44
42
Te.as
44
44
Seattle
41
41
Cloosa
39 46
Oakland
49
16
annesota
Saturday** Genies
Texas IC, Toronto 7
Batmen. 6 Chcago
Boston 5 Oakland 0
8
Detrod 9 Kansa%
11.41hvauktiteS 661mesota 4
Seattle 7 sl,ereiand 6
Cavtoriva 4 NEM. York 7
Sunday k Gaines
Texas 11 Toronto 6
Chcago 11 Ba•more 5
IIAN•aukee 5 .An.esola 4
Kansas Oh 6 Detrovi 2
Boston 3 Oav.and 2
Seattle 5 Cf....sand 4 11
__CAJ,Aorz_va 1 hear von, 7 4
krandaye Games
No games scneduied
Tueidey's Gsm•
All-Star game al Basehore 7 40 p
• Wednesday's Gams*
. 140 games scheduled

105

C n.cago
.

54C
/
1
410
492
4.4

Pc1
GB
640 —
586 5
565
477 14,

,

"

Cleveland
lAreaukee

Pc1
;•,•3

un.iadet"a
St LOU.c.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Divreen
W I
5' 32
51
36
MI
It
45

GB

425
37
50
2? 60
310
Wed DIY1111011
W I
Pc1
661
San
59 30
ANanta
50 19
562
46
41
HOuStOr,
529
..46
41
529
as Angetes
45
45
500
13 54
3,79
C.earacto
371
33 56
San "Gee°
Saturdey's Gamse
Nero V." 7 los 01,,,gooles 6
Proade.pha 8 San Franceco 3
rlonda S Atlanta 2
kiontrea•I San Dego
Houston 4 Cracago 0 14; garner
Houst;.",
ChKago 7 77
SI lOu 9 Colorado 3
IS
Parstrwr 7
Crnarmat
Sundsys Genies
Monroe S San Cl.o
San Fra• .4co 10 Rteadelphia 2
Pittstvor.
Einonnan
Cororal al St Loans 1
Houst,
Ch.cago I
Mama 6- i-looda 3
los Anglers 2 tete 'fork 1
Illondey1. Gemini
No games scheduled
Tut.edey1. Gem*
AN Star game al Bellmore 740 p
Wedneedey's Game.
No games scheduled

; orafg
New

19
79
GB

cranosm

2
6_
6.

9
12
12
14 .
25
26

Larry Krouse Insurance
739-9888
N. 12th (Next to McDonald s)

1993 Buick Regal
ss If1.10WS,

1309Ver

locks, tilt. crui..e.

!

$13,900
1111111111t

1993 Buick Skylark
(2 to choose from)
Power lacks-, tilt, cruise, AM/ENI -41.reo rear dr.fOgi:er. V
ABS.

'1

•

$11,586
1993.Buick LeSabre
Gray, all power, 3.8 V-6, anti lock brake, tilt,
cassette, air bag.

$17,900
1993 Cadillac Sedan Deville
All power, leather, V-S. air bag

As Low As

00
$24,9

1992 Geo Prism
1992 Buick Skylark
New 1992 Pontiac Lemans
1992 Pontiac Grand Prix
1992 Pontiac Bonneville

Dr. Stephen K. Hall
Obstetrician / Gynecology

Murray Woman s Clinic
305South 8th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502)753-9300•
10a.m.-12& 2-5 p.m. Monday,Tuesday.Thursday and Friday
8-12 Saturday

1992 Olds Eighty Eight
1992 Olds Ninety Eight
New 1992 Buick Skylark

$9,700
$10,900
$9,900
$12,900
$15,900
$15,900
$18,900
$13,500

Oldsmobile • Pontiac • Buick • Cadillac
Salespeople: Jim Sailer, Bob Harrington, John Purd,,m,
,c
Tripp Pardons, Janice Asbri(1,4,

iE
11

MURRAY-

4

•

1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass

753-5315

6

•

PAN 111
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Adams thanks those who helped with Freedom Fest

'•‘o

.

MORAY 1.100111ê TIIMS

•
6

• .4. •

Sy We ADAMS
inanst wird-mew* theme

%
•

Now. that Freedom Fed 11 ix a
wonderful memory fer • our community, its, for me as festival einedinator, to recognise and thank
those who spent many hours to
make this year's lwodom Fest the
most successful, fun and well attended M its si z year history .
On behalf of the Freedom Fest
ExeCittive Board compnsed of
Linda Homer, Murray Tourism
Commission; Trudy Baker, Murray
State University; Tommy Marshall,
City of Murray: Sue Outland.Calloway .C'ounty Fiscal Court; Dick
Fotsch. Briggs and Stratton; Bud
Stalls, Freedom Fest Committee;
and John Williams, Chamber of
Commerce. and the Mtirray Tourism Commission including Horner,
... Scott Seiber, Terry Mullins,Oneida
Boyd, Bonnie Jones, Lochie Han,
and Chuck Harrison,I deeply wore' ,iate the efforts of.each club:
-7117STICilt corporatiOnild-MdiViduar
who participated in this year's Freedom Fest and sincerely thank each
who hosted or assisted with the 33
events held during the eleven day
event.
I ask'that all who enjoyed Freedom Fest vocalize your appreciation
•.-to- the following Tortheirriretess
.ohinteot efforts and Willintness tci
assist With one of Kentucky's largest
• and most successful festivals which
will, no doubt, be even bigger and
better in 1994!
Events Chairpersons.
Tim Burruss - Playhouse in the
Park - "Oklahotha" and Dessert
Cabaret, _Mary Anne Cathey and
Jana Barnett - Murray-Calloway
County Fire and Rescue Ladies
Aux illiary - Freedom Fest Pageants,
1.ynettc Robertson - JPNOW - Civil .
Liberties Speak Out and Picnic Bill
Call 1 Amateur Radio Club - Amateur go_i_o_Eigld Pay,Pam_ Dawes Singles Organizational Society Bachelor
Cookoff,• LaConda
Walker - MSU Health, Physical
Education and Recreation - Kids
Day in the Park and Family Night in
the Park, Francie Ray - Murray
Family YMCA - Fisher Price Kids
Parade, Rick Melton - Rotary Club.
Golf Tournament, Roger Haney Troop 77 - Boy Scout Breakfast,
Bailey Gore - Lions Club - 5K
Journey for Sight and Main Street,
Mile fun Run/Walk, Mark Hunt National Scouting Museum - Appreciation Days.Pat Clark - Murray
Ark Guild - Red, White and Blue
show, Pam Clark and Dottie

-dx

Kraemer %bora) Rind Nonuet.
Arts and Crafts Show . Itobbs Ma
- Minus hand homier. %/ions
Card Show Ion) Rost! Optimist
Club- Parade. Bud Stalls Lions
Club - Old Time Street Fan, Bob
Valentine National Ss ouung Museum - Storytelling Festisal. Susan
White United Way Volleyball
I ournament. Sam Poirker and Greg
Delaney WSJPAVIWN Country
Musit Coot ert, Stall Sergeant Ronnie England - 614th Military Police
Company. Veterans Memorial Service, Leonard Brown - Veterans
Foreign Wars - Veterans Memorial
Service. Dan Fams - Haiel Antique
Dealers Assoclauon - Dealers
Choice Sale,Steve Littlefield - First
Baptist Church- Patriotic Musical,
Chris Hayes- MSU - Community
Band, Brad Almquist - MSU Community Choral, Dick FotsCh Briggs and Stratton - Fireworks
spectacular, Downtown Merchants
Association - Downtown Independence Trade_Da
`Vielaornst,473—Sponsorr
Murray Tourism Commission,
Briggs and Stratton, Calloway
County Fiscal Court, City of Murray,Fisher-Price, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, Ryan Milk, Bank
of koku,ra_y_, Kenlake Foodsepes
Bank,Ellis Popcorn,Wal-Mart,United CoMmOnweallk Yank, Kenlucky Lake Oil, KB'SI-FOX
Bob McLean - Design Et Al.
Without their financial support our
community's festival would not be
possible.
Also to be recognized are the
Murray Police Department, Murray
Fire Department, Murray Electric
System, Murray State University,
Physical Plant, Murray State University 'Public Safety, Calloway
County DES and the 614th Military
Polict Company for their valuable
assistance with security, traffic and
crowd control.
To the Murray _Electric System
and the Murray Fire Department
who, without their help our streets
would not have been decorated with
more than 100 flags to celebrate
Freedom Fest, I say thank you also.
Heartfelt thanks go to Chuck
Simons and the "Missing Hills Dixieland Band" who volunteered
their time and talent to perform at
Family Night in the Park and to
T.L'S Barbecue, Temptations, Seven Seas, and Martha's Restaurant
who prepared picnic suppers for the
music lovers. To the more than 25
VoTunicers, John TRitaims of Chen
Theatres and the organizations
which set up booths who helped to

mak. KO. Das odic Park NO
and No 1 appiesime run tune and
illingne.s to a akmaisd
illegre•
heat so that our hseii sould has.a aonsictlut das HkiPiiprn and
Coke pros ivied snaks and the 141
hungrs hrid thirsty children co •
taint) enjosed both!
All .elebiations &Naive slumd
renionders and this yeat's lccitisal
no es.cption Thanks go to
Ronnie I ligland and Chris Adams
who faithfully attehded every es cm
to capture in photosand video all the
tun aid-exedenient of Freedom Fest
I want to recognise The Warns%
Ledger t Times and WSJPAVIILN
radio for their constant attention and
coverage of all Freedom Fest '93
events. I could not have adequately
promoted this year's festival without
their generous support of media
time and space. Richard and Enna
Tuck deserve our recognition for
the hundreds of miles driven and
• dozens of stops made
The region to deli:Ter FiCeliim Fest
posters, brochures .and "Fun
Guides" to 'promote this year's
festival.
The beautiful Freedom Fest design and logo so many have admired
is credited to Bob McLean, Design
Et Al, who continues each year-to, give of his time to provide Freedom
llie-tight
tot
-'n
and I appreciate his enormous talent
very much.,'
I 'want to also publicly thank
David Rogers of Faye's Custom
Embroidery for the creation of the
Freedom Fest souvenirs as he tirelessly delivered whatever we asked
and produced a beautiful *duet:
Also,to Mark Peebles of Innovative
Printing and (Jraphics:I appreciate
the total cooperatiem of the staff to
meet deadlines- and provide Freedom Fest with attractive and colorful printed material as well as the
unique limited edition lithograph
designed by Bob McLean. It truly is
a collector's item!
To each business which participated in the window display competition, I appreciate your support
and know everyone enjoyed your
- attractive'and patriotic-enrrie-s-.-- it
was wonderful to sec how "dressed
up" the entire community was for
the July 4th holiday.
To the many clubs and.organizaLions which asked me to speak about
Freedom Fest'93 it was my pleasure
3.: it sho1-11
.,. wur...iaterest„
do
to i.
and nvolve ment in Murray's own
festival.
Perhaps, most of all, 1 owe the

greases* .1.-ta 4 grai•1111k le McLane.
FHsgs**iith hi I AG asi at.1444111
storied long how% and kepi na:
p 0mi; li the month• or planning
and pr..paras ow5c ssary to make
I Ja) of c...nt. .ortie together
kw her putlen, U mktgaidong
aid tortinoitnient thank her too'
%Lucid In the
It is ohs i‘ OU
beginning. ttut num?. deserve .'rcdot
lor Freedom lest 9. as without
their ureles hours and Imam iji

tuppun
k-adval would nii ha%..
hall as uniessill
‘b) I aJd a personal note or
Maids to all who have been re.obst
nued as they made my lob as
lest,.al director a pleasure due io
their sooperaive spirit aid enthu
•1.1•111

MAI:

I:C•I 9

An

tor all ap.oes
Si' man .k.erse a heartfelt thank.
And our gratitude tor their k
merit to this .ionrniunity and Free
cn)..o.khk• cokperocrke

JIWSI

1. 4

Juts 4. 14,44

Calloway jury list released
The following people are to report tor jury duty in the DISTRICT
CALLOWAY
COURT
OF
COUNTY on Thursday, July 15.
Thomas. Laura Mobley Thompson.
1993 at 9:00 a.ni• in the Miller
Dwayne Ray Thorn, Craig Allen
Courthouse Annex. 201 South
I. Janette Danielc Travis,
fhiltve
Fourth Street. Murray, Ky.
.
Lowell Tucker, Georgia
Kevin
David Scott Asbury, Earlene L.
Boyd. Hazel H. Brandon, Mary F.
_ Brittain, Christopher A. Bryant.

JURY LIST

IL IC D. Can. Glenda K.Carroll.

Gertrude 1. \folk.
Richard Lyle Williams. Susan
Swain Williams. Betty Jean Wilson,
Randy Edward Windsor, Arthur
A lbertus Wulff.Burt Green Wynck,
Jessie Berne Young. Melissa Michelle Young.
Claire Turner,

Pell Grant cuts ma
cut out some students

Deana Kaye -ena
viC17,,noy E.' -41-`
—diCothran, Martha S. Craftem, Frank
L. Dalton, lnda S. Darnell Ronald
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
E. Dawson, Harry M. Dill, Charles
Some students will find it tougher
'E. Dixon, Karen L. Dowdy. Robert
M. Echols, Patsy S. Edwards. to attend college this fall because
a federal student aid program will
Bobby J. Emerson,Jimmy Mitchell
Fain. Greg C. Earwood, Patricia C. . not help .as_ many_ students as it.
Fiugerald, Michael E. Gallops, Da- • hai irr the past.

James W. Hammack, Jr., Mablc D.
Harris, Yolonda Jane Harvey,
Saeed Hashemi, Edward D. Hayes,
Robyn Lynn- Hern-clon, John Thomas Higgins, Marie A Holland,Inc,.
C. Hopkins, Andre Lamount Howard, Bradley Allen Jackson, Clar-owe - John - Kurowski, Elizabeth
Leigh . Landini, Robert Harvey
Lang, Charles W. Langford, 111,
John Cdwin Lax, Wilbur Muriel
Leach, Michael Todd. Lineberry,
Kelly Dawn Lyles. Joseph David
Maddox, Bryon Taylor- Mason,
Rhonda B. McClure, Sue Winchester McKinney, Carl Leon Melton,
Ken Alan Miller, Reva A. Miller,
Sandra Lee Miller, Timothy Lauren
Miller. Matthew L. Morehead,
James E. Morris, Ken A. Ohcil,
Amanda Lynn Outland, Evelyn H.
Prerhey,_ Patricia_L_Parish.. Elsie
Walls Parker, Julia Fowler Penick,
Carole Arthur Poole, Eileen
McPhillips Portner, Patrick F. Powcrs, Lloyd Jude Quelette, James
Jefferson Rankin, Kichael John
Rathke. Terry L. Roberson, Ethel
Clark Rogers, Allen Wells Russell,
ona dh.Sa Itl,EWnelDotis ScarbroUgh,Estella D. Scarbrough, Ann
M. Slowinski, Sylvia D. Stone,
Krishna
I
Joy Stuckel Hershel Pete

—

dents could qualify for a Pell
grant if they had earned at least
54.(X)0 in income in the previous
year, proving they supported
themselves, Tanner said, But _ that
410-a7 Of qualifying itaicIiihiñaied
thiL.yar_hy_Congiess
Tanner estimated that 250 of
in -Kentucky will have to go without expected Pell grants this. year. the more than 4,0(10 U of L stuChanges in the S6 billion fed-- dents on Pell grants were affected
cral program for low-income stu- by the changes in eligibility.
dents generally made it more difThe University of Kentucky
ficult i for independent students doesn't know yet how many .of
-- under ,age 24 to -qualify, said
its 3,6(10 Pell - grant recipients will
Blake Tanner, director of finanbe affected by the changes _in elidal aid at the University of gibility. But Nimmi
Louisville.
• assistant director of financial aid
Independent students are those
for the Lexington campus, knows
who don't live with their- parents
that it will put More pressure- on
and whose parents don't claim
them to be sell-supporting or face
them as dependents on their tax
more debt.
returns.
There is:_an,appeal..polcess for .
.
_
Erica Brasher, 22, knows she -. students affected by. the ilianges
will have to scrimp more and
in eligibility. Wiggins said,.
work even harder if she's to coinwhich lets the l'K financial aid
plete her senior year at U of L. office take special circumstances
She is no longer eligible for a
into account in making an award.
Pell grant of up to- $2,3(X), even
thou_g_h the grant prom h.ciped
cover her tuition and living costs
Sc-A-scri
last year and her financial situavvArfs
tion is no better this year.
"1 just have to work and tough
11 IC it SI.
- it out a year," said Brasher, of
Providence, Ky. She already puts
in about- 30 hours a week as a
t .1,4 1.„( or, I
-telephone credit 7:iiliector and
goes to school full time during
the academic year.
In past
— years independent stir- irarl
-

E
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COMPLETE RECLINER CLOSEOUT

Full Size Recliner/Rocker in beautiful
nylon velvet.
$211 or

Big Chaise Style Comfort at l.ow Low Price

Big Comfort Lumbar Support with plush
button tufting

2 for '399

0 PAYMENT - NO INTEREST
UNTIL NEXT YEAR
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070
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Situation Wanted

100

Has:need Opportunity
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Free
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Notice

INVITATION TO BID FOR FLEET
INSURANCE FOR SC11001, BUSES
The Calloway County Board of Education
will receive sealed bids for fleet insurance
for school buses for the Calloway County
Seheet---fhaeriet-4uttil4-40-paff,-Thursday,-August 5, 1993.
Specibcab off& WITil5voirlite-tit-the- Cul
way County Board of Education office building, 2110 College Farm Road, Murray, KY,
and interested bidders may obtain the
necessary •forms there.

025
Notice

PINSON,*

\licrottase

MEET 100's of nice singles
Down Home Singles Box
323 ML, Rogersville, TN
37857 615-235-5000

Repair - All
BR ANDS

Ward Elkins
753-1713

SPOUSE Abuse Hotline
759-4050 A United Way
Agency

AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads sandwiches,
gyros Open all year at AUTOMOTIVE technician
5pm Closed Mon and Full time, experience mandatory, salary based upon
Tees:
4 74 8 119
experience, benefits pack1-800-649-3804
age included Call for apREDUCE: Burn off fat while pointment, Cunningham
you sleep. Take OPAL Auto Repair 753-6831
available Holland Drug,
109 So 4th St, Murray, Ky AVON sales Be happy
Earn $8-$10hr Part time,
ROGER Hudson Hauling
no inventory investment
Hudson Horse and Clo- Free samples, product, kit,
thing Supply 753 4545
training 1-800-690-AVON

CANCER
INSURANCE
-Noagetnin to appetef
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy. For free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
1reeiocai /Timm

Seryce"
-r4•••=mi•

COLORTYME Now accepting applications from
self-confident persons Job
includes cusflerner relations
and deliveries Positions
available in Murray, Mayfield and Paris Apply at
Colortyme in Murray
DAY waitress needed Mature, honest, good personality, The ideal job for
someone with children in
school Hours 8-2 Mon-Fri
Regular pay plus tips.
Apply at Sirloin Stockade
before 10am or after 2pm

America's Second Car

.11

miganzimm
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

,

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south es Sq. Hie Rosa, right on Sq. Hale Road its mob
OPEN TO THE P1:331 C

753-0466

NON PHO4 IT ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199

Ft* 41 I:STATE SALF s

hlrukate Homes rgeilInt

Mee. I

ItUanem Rentals

ii

tr.h• it-r

•.t So!, (ii Ley.
Wine LAMM%
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Real Estate

Worit To Rent

lit :

Motorcy.les
A.-.t.. Seryne•
/Vito Part.

Apartments For Rent

Lake Property

For Kent

44

bot• For Sale

lioases For Kent

4"

Farms For Sale

V.V.4

u.k. 110
Camper.
Boot* & Motor.

435.

Fr Kent

Lease

Homes For Sole

HOUSEKEEPER, one day
per week Experienced, re
ferences required
759-4158 after 6pm
MAINTENANCE person for
apartment complex. Basic
knowledge of electrical &
plumbing. Must be a good
painter. Apply in person at
Southside Manor between
10a m- 12noon & Murray
Manor 2-4pm. NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE EOE.
MANAGER for local business Needs to have a degree in Business Administration.Send resume to
PO Box 1040 W, Murray.
KY 42071
NOW taking applications
for middle age person for
warehouse, set up, delivery, all around work Honest & reliable Pook up application at Wiggins Furniture,
Hwy 641N between 9-5pm
PERSON who travels to
Paducah on Mondays to
bring courier bag to Padu
cah once a week Fee ne
gobable 753-6258
SALES lot manager
needed Great commission Ideal for retiree Call
800-772-7883 ask for Jim
Cook
WHY not have every afternoon oft? Local insurance
office needs part time secretary (9 to 12) 5 days a
week. Requires good typing 8 computer skills. Send
resume to PO Box 1040 V,
Murray, KY

\EH -

Cwerelefie
Far Salo Or Tirade
Writ To Hoy
ArbC1.41 For Sale
Appliances
ilorne Furruehinge
Antiques
Vacuum Clinanier•
Sowing Machines
Hooey Equipment
Sports Equipment
Fireweed
. Musical
. Miscellaneous
TV & Radio
Pete a Supplies

Reader Att..:
pC• v. rtl
• -11 :4.4
Joy F.0 WI' word per dal for ea. 11
iotilitiona I consecutive day $:
e t ra for shopper Tues l'i83911,1111.414
into Shopping, t;u
4*.
Ira for blind hoz ads
Yard Sale $750 I'reivit id
A .2.00 fee will be required tt
make any changes to ad after
deadline

YOUTH Minister, part-time
position (10-15 hrs per
week)for enthusiastic, well
organized person. Send resume to - First Presbyterian
Church, PO Box 435, Mayfield, KY 42066 For more
information cal Robert
247 4554

Domestic
& Childcare
CLEANING house is my
business. Reliable and experienced.ieferences. Call
Linda 759-9553
WILL babysit, in my home,
experienced. 759-449g.
WILL clean homes, cabins
or offices Days or nights.
Reasonable rates. Contact
Joy Sims at 753-1741,
WILL do house cleaning
Call Jean 474-2131 nights.
WILL keep Children in my
home References and experience any shift
753 3102

Position
Wanted
SEWING jobs wanted, including formal wear
753-1061

IBM PC XT & IBM COLOR
monitor plus Epson printer
word processing & Lotus
123 All textbooks included
354 6344
OFFICE machines for sale
Computer $1000, Elec
Ironic typewriter $350.
Portable Elec type $100
all with extras 753-2835

Apartments
for Slew

Copipuleft.

11E1,13 WANTED

Experienced meat cutter and meat wrapper
needed Apply in person

\It ill

120
tiu
140
SU
155
140
165
170
180
196
200
210
220
240
260
350

UpI.y Aat•
Ind IL•ki,
BPI 119peant
Rat _
3 46 Man he- *
Nilo Plifvue
81 bw.l.ae ris• egos'w Twins. 'ewe

120
•Holp
W.4
'4

JOB Announcement Num PC SOIVICO & training at OFFICE machines for sale
ber 93 93(5) Date 06 10-93 your location Reasonable Computer $1000, ElecPosition Park Desk Clerk rates No service call tronic typewriter $350
(Part time) Kenlake State charge in Murray-Mayfield Portable Elec type $100,
-Park Resort. Hardin, KY area Color printers from all with extras 753-2835
Grade and salary Grade 5. $229 97. Call Hawkins ReReason I: We can
Salary $5 247 Minimum search today for appoint- QUEEN size waterbed,
-eleigjel'eeberee,,
e
tiefo_you-gerse ette-or_,.-7e-eekeeyeeleceele
eee_y_e„-seedspine frame with pad
college expenses with up
ded sides, .$50 complete
graduate Additional exper
753-7001, Graves Co
tL)111)Bins From the
with - hooter Rockford las--feReMessaaelseR4desksOpeta---2-47-0257
Montgomery GI Hill
gate. 26x9 acoustic speakDon of an iocomodations
Plus- the Army College
ers. $100. 10' series sub,
facility will substitute for the
Fund if you qualify
$75. like new. 492-8840
education on a year-for,
140
Reason 2: There are
year basis Apply by sub,
Want
RAIL road ties $4/ea, canover 50 challenging
mining a state application
ning jars $2/doz. automatic
To Buy
lugh-tech specialties to
(which can be obtained at
dehumidifier, like new
choose from. Valuable
the local Department of ANTIQUES by the piece or $190 492-8819 after 4 30
training in one could
collections
Call
753-9433
Employmnet Services - m lead to a rewarding and
SEE Broyhill sofa $550,
any other state government after 5pm
exciting career.
dishwasher $50, computer
office) to. Kentucky Depart
CASH paid for good, used desk $60 8 printer
Reason 3: Employers
stand
moot of Personnel, Room
rifles,
shotguns.
and
pislook for the tinning and
$20 Call 437-4432
384, Capitol Annex Frank
tols Benson Sporting
personal qualities' of
fort, KY 40601, -Attention Ggodee _ 5,19 S 12th,
Army -alumni.- Here's
Job Announcement .No Murray
is hat jult one: business
93 93(5) Job announce
leader says: ment number should also JUNK air conditiohers. will
Appliances
se:Army alums bring to
be placed in the upper right pick up 436 2904
16FT upright freezer, late
wealth of
hand-earner-etilse-atestreae
RESPONSIBLE couple model Frigidaire. $110
experience that is readily
bon in the "Special An
seeking
house
to
rent
in
Or
adjustable to the busi436-2448 after -8pm
nouncement No
blank
between Murray and Bunness world.'"
Deadline for applelig You
ion Call after 5pm weekI: Peter Grace
must quality, test,' and be
days only 753-4122
Chairman and
placed on the register by
Executive Officer
July 10, 1993 'Written test
W.R. Grace and Company
required
Test given
7 PAIR floor length lined
These are just three
Monday-Friday, 800 am
Articles
drapes, 3 paw sill length
reasons, and there are
to 4 00.1) m in Room 249,
For Sale
drapes All with traverse
even more. Find out
Capitol Annex, Frankfort.
rods, all with valances, Exwhat they are from your
Kentucky (except sue ho- 26- BICYCLE 753 3917
cellent quality material, still
local Army Recruiter.
lidays)• Official documents
hanging for viewing
ALTERATIONS and re
verifying education must be
pairs Rentatgowns & tuxe- -7534321
With
the
current
submitted
Call Collect
dos Ruth's See and Sew.
CHEST freezer $100,
application (i.e original col901-644-9021
Country Square, ipos N
swivel rocking chair $60;
lege transcripts. original
121, Murray 753-6981
ARMY.
dining room suite, light
high school dipioma, or or
cherry table, 8 chairs, bufGED certificate). Or- BOGARD trucking and ex
BA ALL YOU CAN BE.'
iginal documents will be cavabng. inc We haul top fet $650 obo, king size
returned if a self-addressed sod, gravel, fill dirt, white waterbed, mirror, head
board,6 drawers $125 obo.
envelope is included Fill rock, rip rap 759-1828
DO you need a-GED? Do 'intatii0OSiboriis-S.Ubititt To
4361-191 s
you need hope for the _fu- any state government hir- ,BUSINESS enerrerriny
ture and help tb get a solid ing restrictions. An Equal Mobile pressure washer
THELMA'S BARGAIN BIN
career'? We have 22 JOB Opportunity Employer MCI 3000lb pressure. Honda
13hp electric start, tandem
1109 Pogue Ave.
openings for people 16 thru
trailer, 500 gallon tank, wet
759-9940
21 that do not have a high
Clear Used Furniture, AP
school diploma Call SHONEY'S- INN now ac sandblaster s $3500
Wiarices. and Mu hems
753-9378 Five days a week cepbng applications for all 753 9924
Use Our Layaway Plan
between 8.00arn-3 00pm. positions Please apply in
SALE,
MULCH
FOR
WO buy furniture.
We are an EOE This pro- person
Grade A hardwood mulch
ject is funded by the WestLOOKING'Well pay $15/cubic yard Call first
ern Kentucky Private in- STOP
you to place free classified We load, you haul Hoffman
Farm
dustry Council-JTPA.
ads Write Pasep 187V. Nursery, 759-4512
Equipment
DRIVERS NEEDED Both 161 S Lincolnway. N AuINTERNATIONAL Cub
experienced & inexper
CA Allis Chalmers plow &
rora, IL 60542
Cadet, 14hp. 42' hydrolic disc 492-8411
ienced. FREE TRAINING
PTO
mowing
electric
deck.
for inexperienced drivers if WANTED barmaids, wait$500 Hydrostatic drive, top con
you qualify. Call today for resses & dancers,
200
eition $1500 obo See at
future--- plus-wookly-,-DcLI House_
your.....-Sports
Murray Bait Co, Hwy 94E
Paris,
Tn.
Cafe,
1-800-877-8180
Equipment
901-642-4297 7Prn-2em
LAWN mower. Coast to
STEEPLETOM pool table
FULL time experienced
WE are looking for as- Coast, 22". 3 5hp. used Y. $1500. Marcy weight macooking.
country
cook,
sembly line workers Apply season $90 -492-8446
chine $1000 753-4703
Hours 5-1 and 1-9. Apply at
at Murray Unemployment
Ann's Country Kitchen,
Office
Hazel, Ky.

1407 Main St.

(Doors open at 6-001

''67

THREE SMART
REASONS TO
CONSIDER
THE ARMY:

Owen Food Market

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

t‘
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MURRAY LEDGER

Kentucky, Fried Chicken is looking for help. If
you are energetic; enthusiastic arid like people,
we would like to meet you.
Posiiions available are:
Manager Trainees s Food Sersice Workers
e• Customer Sersice Workers e• Peep Cook
Good Salary
Good Benefits
Apply in person at the Murray Kentucky Fried
Chicken restaurant, EUE/M/F

KFC

TREADMILL, DP Power
Trac like new, multi speed
ditigal read out, original
cost $300 will sell for $150
After 5pm 753-9473

1BN epartment, partially
'after
furnished 753 50944
6PIn •A FIREWOOD foe sale
437-4667

& Signs
(Located 4 miles west of Lynn Grove, on
Hwy. 94 or 1.5 miles Eliot of Tri City.)
Computer Cut V:n.i Lego. and Letters Custom Banners
Plywood Signs Magnetic Sign. Vehicle Lettenng - Plexiglas.
Sign. Window Lettering Reel Estate Sign. OlTice Slane,
Greetnig and Adventuring Penes- tiandlyantest Redwood Signs
Architectural Signs- Metal and Vomit tatter.- Brans. Plaques
Trade Show SignsiDisplays
Ask as about our free gill'
Call 502-382-23011 phone S fat
We accept MasterCard sad Vhiat

PROTECT YOUR CHILD WITH
. 'PROJECT SAFEGUARD"
With the recent attempted abductions
in our area, KT.I. suggests that now is
the time to act to protect your child.
K.T.I. will photograph, fingerprint,
and record vital information about
your child that you will retain in your
records. Don't wait until the unexpected happens and-you don't have the
vital information the authorities need.

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk, 753-9600
SPINET Piano excellent
condition, $700 753 4573

Bel-Air Center, Murray

TAKING applications s
section 8 rent subside(
apartments 1, 2 ,& 3 ber
rooms, handicap aO-assiS
ble Equal Housing Opp°.
tunny Apply Hilldale, Apr
Hardin, Ky or r a
502-4374113
330
Rooms
For Rent
NEAR MSU, kitchen
MOT, privileges.
furnished Coleman H'
753 9898

1BR WaleTeeapppliances
furnished, no pers.
3185/mo 753-3949,
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 7534109,

240

2BR home, 8 miles SE
Murray No pets Rel.
ences & deposit require(
492-8594

-28R-apt,--large-fooms, very
'near MSU for up to 4 students, washer,' dryer,
stove, refrigerator turn - 2BR, now carpet so
FOR lakes, ponds, roads & !she'd Coteman RE
reibm, carport'.No jiet
streets We have dozer, 753-9898
$325/mo Call 753 6931
grader, dirt rBOVer & also
bush hogging Any size 2BR duplex, central h/a, 3E1R convenient locatioi
jobs Free estimates Call appliances furnished
$500/mo
No puff,
Ted Edwards or Charles Available now in Westwood 753 3293
Smotherman 436 5828 or Subdivision Coleman RE
REDECORATED ur.iwi
7539898
753 9822
!shed house 2br 1 ban
28R duplex in nice private garage garden area nrr.
area. Appliances furnished. Murray No pets $3.75.r11
$400/mo, 753-3343.
deposit Lease fluorFURNISHED apts 1 or 2br enc.es 753 7551
KEN-TENN Investigations
No pets Zimmerman
VERY spacious house k -Now offering these new Apartments 753-6609
rent lbr. 1 bath, stove
SEMVICOS: Video Disaster
MUR CAL Apartments now refrigerator furnishre"
Package (video & docu
ment your valuables before accepting applications for $300/mo, I m0 deposit
disaster strikes), Project 1, 2 and 3br apartments lease 753 2905
Safeguard (fingerprint & Phone 759-4984 Equal
photographing of your Housing Opportunity
For Rent
child) Bel Air Center.
NEAR Campus,for two col
Or Lease
753-3868 or 436-6099.
loge Studeats_ S125 each
per riionth Call
-1f skit
-CREEKVIEW 5:e
27n
8am to 4pm
Warehouses on Ce.
Mobile
,
Drive behind Shone)
NEAR campus for three
Homes For Sale
$20 $40-mo 759 4081
college students $150
1979 12x50 2BR al
each per month Call
electric, $2900 354-9465 753-9564, 8am to 4pm
1981 14x65 MASCOT, NICE 2br duplex, central
completely set up 3br. 2 gas hia, appliances
bath, central air, natural hookup Northwood wDrd ARABIAN horses for sale
registered, 436 2528
gas heat, masonde
$400 plus deposit No pets
shingle roof, city water, 7531953 or 753 0870
cable Can be moved or
rent 2 acre lot North of NOW taking applications
Murray $11.500 obo Call for Section 8 low rent hous753 7684 leave message ing Apply in person at
t
Southside Manor, 906 AKC Lab pups, filar k
1989 1470 2BR, 2 bath Broad St
Extended, be- & wormed $100 i
with cathedral ceilings, ja
tween Sarn-11,nnrr.. No 376-5281
cuzzi, extra nice 753-9959, phone calls please Equal
CHOW pups, AKC regis
4882068.
Housing Opportunity
treed, 7 asks old 4 black 2
1990 14x52 2br, cnetral
cinnamon. all males. $100
VERY spacious 2br, 2 bath
h/a, like new 435-4550
each 489 2027
duplex Northwood Drive,
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
appliances furnished, con
FULL blooded bird dog 10
Specializing in mobile tai air & gas heat $475/mo. months old Sharp $75
home electric services 200 1month deposit. 1 yr lease Not gun shy
Call
amp $375 100 amp $325 No pets 702905
436 2626
435 4027
Miscellaneous

75-33$647-

SAVE, Save, Save! One of
the area's largest selection
of manufactured homes
Every home is quality built
& energy efficient Dinkins
Mobile Homes, Inc, Hwy
Paris
TN
79E
1-800 642-4891
TRAILER with 2 lots near
lake 436-2032

Mobile
Homes For Rent
28R trailer
753-9866

No pets

SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209
290
Huang
And Cooling
NEW condition re ton
Trane heat & air unit Will
accept buds 753-1300, after 7pm 489-2116
WINDOW a/c repair Free
estimates 436-2904'

N

FRESH IN THE COUNTRY
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M (ABSOLUTE AUCTION)
NI THURSDAY, JULY 15,1993
•
im
il
M

6:00 P.M. - RAIN OR SHINE

THE MANSFIELD HOME
NEAR

MAYFIELD • MURRAY • FULTON
2.4 MILES SOUTHEAST OF CUBA, KY.
Ka 4 Miles East Of The Intersection Of liw} 94 5 1
ril •
4f*

U
I

N
0
IMO"

R

3 BEDROOM BRICK WITH 3 ACRES OF LAND
li Upstairs Area & Basement
Heat Pump Central System
S
E.1( Recent New Roof & Thermal Windows
ma M' New Paved Drive & Sidewalk
Pleasant Yard With Mature Shade
V if 2 Bay Garage - Barn - Outbuildings
A .I1' Fenced Grazing Area And Much More
$5.000 00 DOWN, BALANCE IN 30 DAYS"
AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS
Maple D.n.ng Table is Chairs • Breakfast hit- le e. Chars • An
I lique Dresser &mart* TOP & Glove Boxes• Couch •Chaffs •
ri Sears Etectric Sewing Mach.ne• Tam Beds•Chest 01 Drast
e,s • Whirlpool 17 Cu (I Refrigerator • Microwa.e • GE Wash
ac..s
ei •GE Dryer • K Ichen & Household Misceane
1976 Ford OD 4 now AutOmob44•S.mykoty 16 Hp 48' HyCKOSIatie Retnetsvow Mower•Push Mower • Yard tools• Au
Compressor• Gnnder• Tool Shed miscellaneous
I COMPLETE SETTLEMENT OAT OF SALE I

E
C

“
4 CAR garage 753-4509
FOR Rent-Business Retail
or Office Space in S Side
Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612.

KT.I. can-provide all that on one
convenient document. For more information call 753-3868.

K.T.I. and Associates

1BR, dose to university &
hospital seine utilities paid
Call 753 8756
1BR & studio apt available,
appliances furnished Coleman RE 753-9898

200

WOOD WORKS

1, 2.3.4BR apts.furnished,
very nice, some with
washer & dryer near MSU
No pets Also room for rent
753-6111, 753-1252 days
753-0606 after 5pm

T

O
N
S

• AUCTION STARTS AT 6:00 P.M. SHARP!!

1BR upstairs apt near university, stove, refrigerator,
$185/no Call between
3-9prn 753-2186

CASH
R.
JAMES REAL
ESTATE BROKER

re
If;41
r

--. AUCTIONEER A

MN SI3-1114141M - FANCY FARM, KY
THE SEE LING MACHINE"
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NS MY
AT7121191111
Dog Grooming
4 B•ireds Al Saes
Sodnside Shopping Ctr

ROBERTS Realty Cade
way County s aided and
mast dikable red email
agony' For al your real
fatale needs WI Item Ise
dap at 753-16510 Sycamore and 121h St

759-1766
BUILDING lots in subdiviHAVE an obedient. sale sion with ended restrictions
Jog for show or home (no mobile homes) Some
:lasses or pinwale lessons wooded. Southwest School
Serving Murray for over District, natural gas. city
i2yrs 436-2858
water, cablevision 3.3
miles horn city limits_ FiPEGS Dog Grooming
nanäng available Lots as
'5,3 2915
low as $4500. 753-5841 or
753-1566. -

OfOPIUM AUTO 1111PAIR.
Omar, KY Sposidang in
machardad & aleteriel Motorman & tepee of maim
cad & Mks Expenanoed
n doming•import vele
dee Tune-up'&.or or
minor engine repairs Cal
(502) 437-44141 ask tor
Terry If the machine answers. please leave your
none & number & I will
Mum your call

4-SIX hole white spoke
rims, caps, nuts included to
fit Chevy 4x4, $100 firm
CM 753-0626.

1973 HIFI Delp awe me
isr Mnie. 46.XXX emend
mites Value $61100 wig
dam
e* 641
, 21111.1%.
trade for U-Hisul van in
miss 1111100 7110-1•87
good shape or omega, all
1582 LINCOLN Tamar. ciders Hurry up I gods go
21xxx miles shwa 362-211111
7633004
MOO OLDS MinN nay-

CAR agree instelladen
OMB
7634113. Sunset Boule& Maws
vard Music. faisray's Alpine Car Audio Spada. 14FT Alums Craft Sews-V.
Dixieland Center, 1 Mock 15hp Johnson motor. PM
from MSU dorms
rig motor, angry, heavy
COLLECTOR'S items. 2 duty wager $1300 obo en 30
Mercedes Benz Diesel days 753-5694
cars, 1968 & 1972, body &
Pontoon boat 115hp
mobs parts idenlica Wit 28FT
eseellamt
both run, both need restor- motor, 1 primer,
ing. Paid over $5000 for shape "Very clean Bergin
$15.000 new)
both.$950 cash take;both. $6500(cost
Call 4362626
382-2879.

44r

Balm
fillared

estaless
)
I ill
Wm/

ELECTRICAL-Rs. Na
Means.Cedes likarie.
his Samos, age and
($02) 436-4880.
436-4327
GENERAL now plumbing. roofing, wee work
4364642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding. pa
ing Free esaintalss. IS
years experience. Local referencee. 43S-7O1
GIVE your
a facelift
at working men prices call
Country
Bolder,
-Specse in vinyl siding,
trim & windows. Free no
obligation estimates.
Licensed and Insured.
502-247-7871.

WILL bra pels Ong
Nam aside ma aid
mei pas 4744106
WILL de Sall
WM,wag reams Experienced . references
available- Call Adam
750411611

Swims
MEM

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger 411 Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card -

vatioow

I door maw
Rigor. re-amen. re-glate
alurienum or woad 20yrs
experience 753-2330
prompt emu

Call Us Today!

753-1916

LASSIFIEDS

ha'
Sc)
hec
cot

WANTED hood. grill end
IS summer's heat killing
'bumper for 1087 Taurus.
your grass, trees, shrubs?
BLUEBERRIES ARE
436-5748.
I've got the SAFE SOLUREADY You pick or we
1976
CUTLASS
Supreme,
pick No Sunday sales! UP to 225 acres at Coldwa- white, good condition in
1 A A-1 Hauling, tree trim- TION for GREENER,
.1qn
ter. 753-1300 after 7prn
Woodsgift Farm, Cottage
ming,
tree removal, clean- HEALTHIER plants. Call
$750. 759-1508.
Phone 489-2116.
Grove, TN
ing out sheds, attics, & odd 436-5334 for free esimates
1983 HONDA Accord,
901 782 3395
jobs. Free estimates over phone, please leave
160
message.
$2000. 753-5859.
1984 CUSTOM Chevy v
436-2102 Luke Lamb
RED Haven peaches. SoyHomes
Cell 753-8527.
1984 OLDS Cutlass Ciera
eral varieties of plums, inAl lA all wound mowing & K.B. ASSOCIATES. Gen- West dealer.
For Sale
eight on the jack as West won with
air, power,6cyl. ruts good.
cluding Cherry plums
trimming & light haul- eral construction, remodeltree
500
the king.
McKenzie's Orchard 3BR. 1 bath home plus walk Daughter didn't want.
ing. Call 436-2528 ask for ing, garages,decks, patios. East-West vulnerable
-Usedeut-fiesereent-apartrnent. -$11395:--197e-Maverick.
-interior trim-7534)83k- --Chemin returrwde Eipadeto-Easrs
15.3 4725 or 753-1;468:
Mak
Macke
near hospital. Call Roberts 302, good second car,
•875 3
ace, ruffed'the club return with the
SWEET corn for sale. Realty ask for Jean $500. 753-8085 or
Al, AL'S hauling, yard KITCHEN CABINET RE•A J 4
BLAZER
4wd,
'seven.
and then -exited with a diaCOVERY
existing
doors
&
492 8280
work, tree removal, mow753-1651 or 753-3584.
492-8116.
super nice, $3500.
• A 10
mond in this position:
frames with wOodgrain foring.
Free
estimates.
3BR, 2 bath brick, 1380sq 1984 VW Scirocco, drives 435-4401.
mica, all colors. Free esti+ Q 75 4
North
759-1683.
ft, 3yrs old,$72,000. Phone fast, a/c, phi& pll. pits, am/
mates. Wulff's Recovery
WEST
EAST
+875
1986
FORD
Ranger
XLT.
COPELAND'S
for appointment 753-3293. fm. Must sell $1600.
•.1 9 4
# A 10 6
11, 4
motor rebuilt 4 months ago, Al TREE Service. Stump Murray. 436-5560.
ORCHARD
removal and spraying Free
53
BARKELY Lake. Canton 753-8270.
great condition. 759-9192
* A 10
LAWN mowing service. In- V KQ7
estimates
751-0906
after
Mayfield
area. New country style 1985 FORD Tempo GI_
sured. -Coleman Benefiel •J 8 7 5 4 2
•K 63
+Q 7
l'eaches, Nectarines
vinyl siding home on 3 parting out Hawaiian vaca- 1987 SUZUKI Samari. 5pm; 759-9816, 753-0495. phone 759-4564.
46
J 10 8 3 2
West
East
Good
condition,
best
offer,
acres with wrap around tion 7days, 8 nights $200
ADDITIONS, bathrooms,
623-8312
SOUTH
# ,1 9
+106.
for
759-1570
ask
Bobby.
LAWN
SERVICE
Been
front porch. 3.or 4br,2 bath, obo. Call 753-4062.
garages, greenhouses',
•K Q 2
•J 8 7 5 4 2
• K.6 3
tile & carpeted Boors, super
1991 NISSAN, light blue, 2 framing & new hemwa. mowing my lawn for 25yrs,
•10 986 2
•J 83
insulated & priced'to sell at 1985 MAXIMA Ste Wgn. wheel drive, a/c, 5sp, 4 cyl, Tripp Williams 753-0563. would like to mow yours
now. 753-8669.
430
•Q 9
South
$65,500. Twin'Lake Real surVmoon roof, p/s, p/b, good tires, 18,XXX miles,
AIR Conditioning-Ron Hall
Rad
p/w, V-6, come look, $6800. 492-8548.
4A K9
•K Q
• Estate 753-0563.
Heating. Cooling & Electric, LEE'S CARPET CLEANEstate
$3850. After 5:30pm
The bidding:
ir 10 9 2
ING
Carpets..
furniture.
BEAUTIFUL home with 11 753-8096.
Inc.
Service,
sales
and
in1991 NISSAN, white with
West
North
East
South
•
Q9
Free
13 PARTIALLY wooded acres. 4 years old, 3 large
estimates.
753-5827.
burgundy interior, 5sp, stallation. (502) 435-4699,
acres with nice barn, only 3 bedrooms.2'4 baths,great 1985 TOYOTA Cressida stereo/cassette,
1•
Pass
1 IP
Pass
4K
a/c. 435-4327.
LICENSED for electric and
miles from town. aty water roan with cathedral ceding, 4dr Sedan, leather interior 19,XXX miles, $7800. Call
Pass
1•
Pass
2+
It was at this point that Rodwell's
ALPHA Builders - Carpen- gas. 753-7203.
available Just reduced! skylight, central vacuum, and sun roof, mechanically 759-9584 evenings.
2 IP
4V
Pass
PEWS
advance planning paid off. Had he
try, remodeling, porches, MOODY'S mower repair.
Call Kopperud Realty many extras. large deck, sound, looks sharp, one
not preserved the heart deuce in his
1992 TOYOTA,4x4 pickup roofing, concrete, drive- Pick up and delivery. Opening lead -six of dubs.
753 1222 MLS 83487 & landscaped On Hwy 1124 owner. Call 436-5039.
This deal occurred in the final of hand, he would have had no choice
truck,
ways,
painting,
10xxx
miles,
a/c,
stemainteMLS 83486
753-5668
off Hwy 121 between Colthe 1992 World Team Olympiad, but to play low from dummy on the
1986 PLYMOUTH Reliant reo cassette, bed liner, nance, etc. Free estimates.
45 ACRES located be-' dwater and Farmington. K, 4dr, gun metal blue, 4 local, $12,000 obo. 489-2303.
MOWER repair. Same day which saw France defeat the United diamond return,and when East proCall
owner
345-2807
after
tween Murray & Kentucky
service, 7 days week. Most States in a 96-deal match. Neither duced the king, the contract would
cyl, auto,front wheel drive, 753-6830.
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- repairs at your home. FacLake in area of attractive 6pm.
a/c, good tires, 82,XXX
2 CHEVY dump trucks niture repair & custom tory trained, 15 yrs experi- side gained on the deal, but Eric have gone down one.
homes & farms. Platted & HOME with income. Six miles, $1800. 492-8548.
Rodwell of the United States was
As it was, though, Rodwell was
1985 1 ton, 1976 Tandem woodworking. 753-8056.
recorded for subdivision rooms, 3br. 2 bath.
ence. 502-753-5299.
sorely tested when the French found now able to put up dummy's diasales. Newly paved road screened and carpeted pa- 1986 SABLE LS, excellent After 6pm 492-6141.
. APPLIANCE REPAIRS' MUFFLERS, brakes, the best defense against his four heart mond ace andlead a club to the king,
through property. Reduced tio, all electric built-in condition, loaded, $3200.
Factory trained by Imajor shocks, oil, filter, , lube.
for quick sale. Builders kitchen, central h/a. Sepa- 753-3445 after 6pm.
510
manufacturers. All work Guaranteed. Ron Green, contract. The game was reached af- unblocking the suit.The heart deuce
check on this. Calf Kop- rate entrance to upstairs,.4 1990 EAGLE Premier ES,
and parts warranted Ask R&G Exhaust, 514 S. 12th ter Jeff Meckstroth. North, had wasthen led to dummy'sfour and the
perud Realty 753-1222. room and bath apt, newly leather interior, Alloy
Campers
opened the bidding with one dia- club queen was cashed, Rodwell disfor Andy at The Appliance St 753-8868.
MLS #3840
decorated for rental VA . wheels, loaded, 54,XXX
mond,showing fewer than 16 points. carding the diamond queen to make
Works, 753-2455.
MULCH, pick up loads.
KOPPERUD Realty has acre site, reduced to miles, new tires, maroon, 1985 SPARTAN 32ft. Ideal
West,Paul Chemla,led his single- his game.
$7000. Days 753-6106, af- for full time rv or college APPLIANCE SERVICE Murray 436-5560.
buyers waiting to purchase $49,900. 759-1122.
ton club,and Rodwell took East's ten
At the other table, the French
Kenmore,
Westinghouse.
student
759-4414.
homes-all price ranges. If 2BR. remodeled in Scout ter 6pm 436-2411,
PLUMBING repairman with with-the ace. Declarer carefully. ted declarer had no problem making the
,
-Whirlpool
36+
years
ex-you are thinking of selling-,'Move in nor! $49,500.
ikerience
BOBBY -same day Sondra.. Call The six ofheitrtS,kWitrettby thequein sathe contract afferthe U.S.Westled
contact one of ouf courte- 753-8061
4365255,
and ace: Durruify's jack of hearts was a spade to his partner's ace'at trick
HOPPER,
436-5848.
ous and professional
then led, and Rodwell deposited the one.
RICK'S
Roofing.
All
types
agents at 753-1222 or stop
BACKHOE
SERVICE
d70
by office at 711 Main St.
BRENT ALLEN septic tank of roofs and repairs. TorTomorrow: The introspective approach
installation,
repair, replace- chon modified and rubber
Motorcycles
LAND WANTED Seeking
for
mobile
homes.
17
years
ment. 759-1515.
5-10 acre building site for 1982 KAWASAKI GPZ
experience, guaranteed
large house within 5 miles 550. excellent condition,
BACKHOE Service - ROY work. Free estimates
of Murray, prefer access to runs very well, lots of exHILL Septic system, drive- phone 502-437-4559.
city water 753-7210 after tras, $1000. 753-4113.
TUESDAY,JULY 13, 1993
ways, hauling,foundations,
ROCKY COLSON Home
5pm
etc. 759-4664.
(For our persoilithied dad!. leane Dixon horoscope. based on our 0%Sn
Repair. Roofing, siding,
4 BR, 2/
1
2 bath, DR, LR, FR, fireplace,
• • RE"MAX Properties Ltd.
date ot birth. call -900-488-7788. Your phone C(1111r9ny \\ dl billpni 95
BOB'S Plumbing Repair painting, plumbing, conSERVICES offered. ATV
fenced yard, good neighborhood. Very
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey.
Service, All work guaran- crete. Free estimates. Call cents a 111111111e.
mechanical & service work.
Bel -Air
Center All makes & models. Call
nice. $97,500.
teed. 753-1134 or 474-2307.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE ment and take decisive actiorrtoday.
5 0 2 - 753-SOLD,
436-5832.
759-4697
759-1570 ask for Bobby.
SHEETROCK finishing, ti X T YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: You are on the verge or dales ing
1800-369-5780.
Your quiet competence could win something special. Guard against a
BRYOWS_ LAWN_SER,_ _ textured ceilings. Larry
you a' wonderful joh•offer.
M111111Wr cold hy getting -More reSt:
VICE. Free estimates Chrisman. 492-8742.
more,
753-4591.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
SUREWAY Tree & Stump assertive' in a close. personal relaruth is stranger than fiction and
BUSH hogging, large or Removal. Insured with full tionship. Yin) need to take your time
. m'in maksmall. 753-7457.
line of equipment. Free es- ss hen det.:iding. ss hether to make a certainly your hest weap
timates. Day or night, commitment. In late fall. flintily ing an important deal: A health conCALLOWAY County Con- 753-5484.
members become your strongest cern TILTS be overblown. Seeing a
crete. Structural walls,
supporters.
Be itue to your allies, doctor still clear up any fears you
slabs, drives, walks. Col- S & W Construction, Hazel,
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
ored & stamped concrete KY. New homes, additions, hut as oid borrow ing or lending may base.
• -LIMA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): ComAnd Save For A Handy Reference)
Free estimates. 474-8754. vinyl siding, replacement money. R.:mike to get your finanwindows, roofing and gar- cial affairs in better order before plete work on a neglected project.
CARPET and vinyl installa- ages. Call 492-8873 Jim
An inspired gesture will boost your
1993 draws to a close. Investment
tion and repairs. Glen Bob- Wiliams, 492-8238 Lee
()pi-Nit:tunnies beckon in the spring of social-romantic prospects. Count
Poison
ber,
759-1247
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
Starks.
1994.
VoUr change when shopping. A love
Commercial and Residential • Licensed and Insured
Control
CARROLL'S! Garden till- THE Gutter Co. Seamless
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
re kit n in ship enjoys highly favorable
James C. Gallimore, Owner
ing, grader blade work, aluminum gutters, variety 'II-11S
Audio/Video Installanon •
DATE: actor Harrison lord. influences.
licensed SMART HOUSE instaner •
bushhogging lots. Phone of colors. Licensed, in• Morns Automaton
chef Paul Prudhomme. guitarist
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nos. 21):
Gerald
Carroll
(502)
KY
Murray,
Rd.,
Coldwater
508
sured Estimate available. Roger N1cGuinn. ic br Cheech Resolve to play a Piaiting game.
759-1935
492-8622.
759-4690.
Once others show their hand. You
CHIN -ChM Chimney THOMPSON Welding-24
- ARIES I \larch 21 -April 19): can capitallie on their mistakes.
Sweeps has 10% senior hour service, lowest prices
Plot vour moves carelully. Someone Family support is there. You need
citizen discounts. We sell around. 759-4163.
may. try to temunate a salued relanet Cr doubt it!
Residential Painting
chimney caps and screens.
interior • Exterior
tionship
.
Flexibility
will
pay
off
PSI Week
SAGITTARIUS 4 Nos. 22-Dec.
435-4191.
VCR-NINTENDO REPAIR:
(minimum 13 week*
Phone 435-4268
Wood VCR Service Center, hanilsomel at ), our place of work. 21): An emotional upset could make
COUNTERTOPS, aistom. doming- servicing $15; PlaY soul- cards close to your seq.
Win Oraury
you yv as er between two evireme.
AL 4 Sol 177A, Murray, Ky. itoort
Homes, trailers, offices.
most repairs $35. Free esti211- la201: '
T.:“"RUS
(April
Maintain a loss profile until You can
Wulff's Recovery, Murray. mates.Route 1, Almo.
A: Types Of Pressure Washing & Steam Cleening
Obtaining legal counsel now could sort things out. A letter or telephone
436-5560,
Open 9-12, 1-5, Mon.-Fri.; say e y nu time and money in the call brings welcome news.
Free Estmates • All Work Guaranteed
Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
Insured
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating 753-0530.
long run.Alkoach yourself from a
CAPRICORN 1 Dec. 22-Jan.
Chiropractor
and Cooling Service. Com- WANTED: light
hauling, group you no Ii mger support. A per19 A slip-shiid approach could cost
plete installation and ser- trees
Call for an appointment
COMMERCIAL HOOD & VENT CLEANING
trimmed or removed
You dead . Do- your best work and
vice Call Gary at or mowing. Call Don sonal decision MUM be your. alone.
(502) 753-28411
2111:
A
you will leave the competition in 11-k
GENDNI
21
-June
759-4754.
4207;
1209 Kirkwood Murray. KY
'refry Thvarmt-Ovoriar
753-2772 or 753-2320.
cooperati‘e attitude helps you put dust. Refuse to he intimidated by
CUSTOM bulldozing and WEST KY Timber Frames oYer a complex business or financial someone kk iii hiller credentials,
backhoe work, septic sys& Log Homes. Dedicated to deal. A new romantic interest could
AQUARIUS Jan. 20-f-eh. DO:
tems. 354-8161 after 4pm.
excellence in log and tim- lead to some awkward moments. Your knack for being in the right
Remodeling, garages, decks, porches, concrete
Sepik Tanks, Sewers & Haaline
C&W PAINTING. Interior, ber frame design and conYou had better he the soul of discre- place at the right time serves yOU
work, chain link fences. Home maintenance.
exterior, free estimates. struction. 'Eastern White tion!
Call Us Anytime
uell toda. Call ahead it you are
$8/per hour mm, 753-0884. Pine, Western Red Cedar,
CANCER limit' 21 -July 22): going to he late. Other people
other
wood
available.
759-4685
Reduce spending hy performing admire Your dependability.
DRYWALL, finishing, re- 'Complete packages availpairs, additions and blow- able 'Custom design sermore %OA ices for .\ ourself. Your
PISl'ES I Feb. I9-March 2(l):
ing ceilings. 753-4761.
S & S Environmental
mate or partner will cooperate. A Oyerseas contacts play a major role
vices 'Turn-key construcromantic relationship can he in your career or -financial success.
Maintenance Contractors
tion. Call 437-4017.
strengthened if You make the extra Be patient when trying to get a point
Tank
Underground
Storage
Specializing In
effort
across to a difficult person. Time
All Types of Refuse Semi*
Removal and Excavating Services.
LEO dui> 23-Aug. 22): Do not spent on creative projects proves
1-800-585-6033
Murray, Ky. • 753-8337 or 489-2240
he afraid to make a positive state- rewarding.
Bud Stewart, Route Manager
'falba For Sale
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Contract Bridge

Famous Hand
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Horoscopes
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Dial-A-Service
Calloway Co. Fire
& Rescue Squad

0:411smort rttetree

753-7588 753-6952
GentryPainting Co.

YOUR AD Coma BE HERE!
Only $5.0

Call 753-1916

KLEEN TEC

PIC
E

753-2962

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

ALPHA BUILDERS
489-2303

Commercial Was e
Disposal

CUSTOS. MTCREN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORM°
All Types Of:
Custom WoodworkInt3

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by 8 see our showroom
404 SuhtBURY MURRAY (Bionind Bunny Bread)
75.3-5940

TODAY'S CHILDREN are fiercely independent in thought but will
always have a close relationship with their parent.. "they make up their own
minds about issues hut often find themsely es in agreement with their loy ed
ones.- Encourage their crea-tOity. Many Cancerians horn on this date will
become noted-writers or artists. A fear of being poor in old age makes them
work long and hard to provide for their future. Their loyalty to their friends
is beyond question.
Ned and updatrd
In nrder
kanc ihton's hest sciliTtp FtwA -Yencrd.n. rntlin, and FOTO;
plus Si posiage and handling
el. 116
" 5`tr"4"PF.m ildr You rind 1 nut Plate in (intr. Plan.- wrid sit
Mn 64141. Make '.he,., pa)ahle Ia
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1111119ave ALL
Ti.'owe we

Sy The Assedend Puns
Tadas Is Monday. July 12. the 191rd day of tv4it There are
dos kit in the yeas
Tuday's Highlight in History
On Jul) I. 1690 by the New Style calendar). Protestant forces led
b) illurn of Orange defeated the Roman Catholic arm) of Jame, II
at the Battle 01 the Boyne in Ireland
On this date
In 100 B C . the Roman Emperor Julius Caesar was born
In 1543. England's King Henry VIII married his sixth and last wife.
Catherine Parr, who outlived him.
In 1812. U.S. forces led by Gen. William Hull entered Canada during the War of 1812 against Bntain sHowcvcr. Hull. retreated shortly
thereafter to Detroit.)
In 1811..natur3list-author Henry David Thoreau was born in Con.ord. Mass.
In 1854, George Eastman, inventor of.the Kodak camera. was born
in Watervilk. N.Y.
In 1984, Democratic presidential candidate Walter F. Mondale
announced he'd chosen U.S. Rep. Geraldine A. Ferraro of New York
to he his running mate.
In 1985, doctors discovered what turned out to be 3 cancerous
gr
.
ossth in President Ronald Reagan's large intestine, prompting
surgery ,thc following day.
Ten Years ago: Robert -K. Steinberg;--in attorrey who claimed to
have videotapes showing murdered model Vicki Morgan engaging in
sex acts with prominent government officials, reported the tapes had
been stolen. (The existence of the tapes has never been independently
'confirmed.)
•
=. Five yearrago: timoccatic presidential candidate Michael S7DiikTikis tapped Sen. Lloyd Bentsen as his running mate. The American
League beat the National League 2-1 in the All-Star game played in
Cincinnati.
One year ago: In an emotional farewell Speech, Benjamin Hooks,
outgoing executive director of the NAACP, urged the group's convention in Nashville, Tenn., to show the world that it remained vital.
Today's Birthdays: Comedian Milton Berle is 85. Artist Androw
WYelh is 76. Sen. Mark Hatfield, R-Ore., is 71. Pianist Van Cliburn is
.• • •
. 457•
Olympic gold medal figure skater Kristi _Yamaguchi is 22.
Thought for Today: "Man is not made for society, but society is
made for .Man. No institution can be. good which does not tend to
improve the individual." - Margaret Fuller, American social reformer (1810-1850).
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Dear Abby
-1.11BY 1-h:44.- hero 4.1uppl----wor1474-FhTlfr.rtTi..
Yati'perceivalTiiiirs
-MT iii Frank Mane. whose pet
!I; married tor two years. idler going
Last Sunday we were at my as a guest in your mother-in- people who come to chunk ,ers 1 4
with the tellow for nearly four
mother-in-law', tiir supper. sio after law's home, hut she perceived
111011 1)11•111,1•Itc,11t41A it .it 1 lit•
sears. I love my husband. but I
we ate. ever‘IIIII• %% UM
you as a member of the family.
11111111Y
end
of
1111. 1"-1
‘
'
.‘1"
can't seem to please his mother. She
room and it ss.i, obvious that 1 lies iller daughter was the other
Ii, el.LIA I
theill
has hound built with
Sine(' day
expected their daughter :Indiit '1
half of the clean-up crew.)
I mil % q .t.%
one If I change my hair. she liked it
cli•an up the kitch'en
The constant criticism to
bet hr t he tit her way . Not[ling I.
When 1011v t/Pither-iti-law, conies which you are being subjected t" OMIT!). V.irk `01 I C.111 grlikti
at I ani le-minded ol %% hat h.qi
wear is right: 11i%. skirt is either too
to my house. [treat her like a guest. is rude and insensitive. As I see
pencil
to iii,: st h,.ii 111111 ,11t1
long or too 'hurl
:Mil inv clothes •and wouldn't think of letting her it, your choices are limited. Vim
.11.3..ITI‘
1111: An" F1111-1:e
are en/..ter tam,.1141:NV
41r 1151 t rght .
I
work in itiv kilt hen
can develop a tougher hide and
14111 11111' A:A.:XJ.011101 t V4.
I, hois a. el! talk. J 1..0.. k liciter.
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It I A III
011.'11111v lit,•splat• io 4110'
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counseling before all your lit.11
about something. my- husband told
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;iiirel.1;ii k
.
her to lay lin and quit pickiug on
giant family freeze-out.
ht.:tiled for the -tad
it 7 a et
ii:.-. -It she said I was -overly sensi
DEAR IRRITATED: What
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

1
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I .4111114 I hack and replied_
..Youli.2 man, do out know limiss
I has, 1,-en -.min:. here'.
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DEAR .J1.:.-NNE: Thank ynii

4

for writ ing. Thi• ouniher of
readurs who wrote to challenge

Mr. Itichie's sentiments was
amazing.
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CALVIN and HOBBES
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DEM{ READERS: If it is possible, a very special gift for the
child of divorced parents would
he for those parents to.cele{irate the birthdays of their
grtnv.ing children together
As
the saying goes:"-lust for today"
p4it aside cttse01men.1, and
the 'sake Wthr
child's happiness.
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Dr. Gott
Its pen,. If Gott , 1,1

CATHY
"Lotiir,
WHAT 15 THIS? GET 11 • AND 90U! GET AWA4 FROM
eife- e wAIST, FROZEN YOGURT! 1119 THIGHS, RICE CAKES! I
If rti WANTED SOMETHING
CAN'T BELIEVE 401.1 HAD -THE
I IN AN WAIST, I WOULD HAVE
NERVE TO HANG AROUND
_
EATEN ICE CREAM!
.
---

I wANT ALL FAT FREE
GRANOLA CRUMBS, ALL LOW FAT CHEESE PUff S, AND EACH
AND EVER4 DISAPPOINTING
LITTLE FRUIT 3U10E ERR TO
PACK YOUR THINGS AND.
MOVE OUT Of THE. HIP AREA

TO
NO, THANK,.
ORDER
rm sTitt. BUS•i
CUNGH
ORDERING fol‘i
CATH'111 1 SNACKS FROM
LAST NIGHT.

WANT

JF

"So! Planning on roaming the neighborhood with
some of your buddies today?"

'

Crosswords
zworet

ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
LIkE,IMWoRiciNG THEME-,
RtGHT?-MINDING MV OWN
50SINESS,W14EN,9UDDENLW,1Ts LIKE i'M HIT

I ASKED Agar'THE.U-C6,
1v181•1.1-10VJ'STHEatf3`,
7
hotirS THE PAy?IS ITPI

f3y A BusII-8He HRS
GREEN Ei/F_S,GoRD i.
SHe- IS
AMAZ1Nig!

fripc.LFIAK3K
-7"
Hotu'ST
ISHIETabB
fl
-:?!!

Lorr

H1-1-404

-11:1E.BuSTi-or
MIKE DID yck)GET
f\LIC.ENSE_
NUMBEftc.?

it _Toe1
,
r.

IL
6
71
GARFIELD
DID YOLI KNOW IT TAKES LESS
EFFORT TO SMILE 'THAN TO FROWN?

Dlt .GOTT I, Own,
Will netitrabie !!
eller! of NISG' :Sly wife cannot 4 -.It .11i%.
pre-pzickaged foods containinl:
product without breakine out in a
severe rash yet we hod that
wonderIal. tasty dishes are prepared
with MSG
• . 1/EAILEFATTP-TrTlii•re is lo
(-int. that 7neutrallies
reaction III roonosotliimi elotAo101.•
salt-lia•wd flator en Hance' NO; 0111
know,why sotne healtht people are
NlSi; who h it
highly allergic
eaten.'can cause rash ss eakrie,,
;istlinta. Iii•arlache and %a-t iil.,t140. -int•dwittion that,

itlirriEnt KTE tv_

fled by
als.
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le right
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;ou are
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:h 20i:
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access.
a point
1. Time
proves

Judging Cimtest Team members
were Larry Tu.ker, Sandra Stark,
Steve Howard and Soleb
ion. ('oat hes were Ted Howard
and Kathy Stubblefield
The 4-11 "Learn to Swim"
Program will, be held July 21 to
Aug. 3 at pool at Carr Health
Building, Murray State
University.
The families of E.B.. D.D. and
T.H. Brandon held a reunion on
July 1 at Murray City Park with
57 persons present.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Randy Lassiter,
June 18; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Fulton, June 25; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Cetus Blanton, June

aisle on the .11.11}1

iv. 21):
game.
id. you
stakes.
ni need

r- Dec.
Id mar
tremes.
you can
lephone

bos to It •0,1 \It. I /elk 11,1
out.
Fuer" .irari ago
()sa. 11%411 Iss,11t1SOIS ji 1444iiik.
. Plow Winter, son of Mr and
aliJ
Mn. Joke Winter, a senior at Chaik•I
Murray College High School. ant Hill aild two-roolii s.hools at
was selecteAl to attend an Institute Dester and., Coldwaki will 51.01
on International Itelauons at the Jul) 27. Fawn Elemental% arid
University of Louisville on July Nino. Hasel. Kirksey. I son
II. Murray Rotary Club partially Grose and New Concord High
supported Winter for expenses of School% will start Aug 24. Principals are Charlie Lassiter, Faxhis trip.
Tommy Sanders.'Mike Holton', on; William K. Miller. Alm°, ,
Red Howe and Duane "Lowry• Clyd Scarbrough. Hazel; • KB.,
were winners of Murray - Rogers,' Karksey; Raymond. Story,
Calloway County Jaycee Golf Lynn Grove: and Edward Curd.
New Concord.
Tournament.
Betty Suc Outland and ClarSharon Lee Churchill and
Ronald Mason Rogerrwere mar- ence Douglas Vinson Jr. were
ried June 30 at First Baptist married July 5 at First Baptist
Charch.
Church.
Recent births reported at MurDr. A.G. Wilson will open his
ray Hospital include a girl to Mr. office for practice of dentistry on
and Mrs. Ronnie Garrison. a girl Ju1y...15_41_21012 East-- Mani Si.,
to Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Stanley,. a Murray.

Winfield. Jul)I.
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The former Murray TOWS
Center on U S Highway 1141
North has recently been Vittchased by the Woodimen Of die
World and will be renovated itato
West Kentucky WOW Youth
Camp and Resort.
Beth Below of Murray. teacher
of foreign languages at Mayfield
salsas's. is pictured with a group
of students at the French Program
now in progress at Calloway
County Public Library 'Arts
Anne
Finis Barrow, Ma5011 McCviston and Tommy Winchester are
pi lured with 400 pounds of catfish they caught while fishing
July 1 on Kentucky Lake.
Mr and Mrs. Exie B. Adams
will he married for 50 years on
July 13.
Births reported include a boy
to The Rev. and Mrs. David L.
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1 Eye: poetic
4 Compass
point
6 Entreaties .
11 "- Bailey''
13 Schoolbook
15 That thing
16 Not trivial
18 Behold!
1-9 Equally-=
21 Father's Day
presents
22 From - to
stern
24 Pellet
26 Pitcher

28 High card
29 "The Fields"
31 Cut
33 As far as
34 School
dance
coltog
36 Pedal digits
38 Near

40 God of love
42 Support
45 Condensed
moisture
47 Attitude
49 The Three
Stooges. e.g.
50 Zoo animals
52 Hurried
54 Printer's
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56 Missives
59 Greek letter
61 Cylincrical
63 Merchant
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66 Wonder ID
67 Period of
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Chinese passenger falls ill, standoff continues
• 0

•

1111,
,aohtteil lissit a 4 4strie-+‘smagghne ship was restssertne
toilay from emergemy
surgery as hundreds sit her ,oni
panions remained held at •CJ
The woman. tdenttliml as
was litneght
,,Mtsuct4s
-1-J
San ibego hospital Sunday from
disahks.1 freighter. sine of three
ships being held hy the I
Coast Guard since last Tuesday
in international waters ho Miles

4.

I OS

•-•

kM11- 1

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Ptics

Chg

Dim Jaw lad. Avg.
DJIA Previous Claw-3521.06

irons
s...made
'She was brought in hes fuse
sh.• had .shdomseal, p.ssn. • 1..sin
Kinastak J nursing sups4sisie ii
the I f11%Of•11% 0“..1111son113 San
I hego 111elik JI 'enti:f
14-( sjid he siuld not gise
det.ol• about lb: tyoman'•
Is. -H hut that most patients wsib
tirr illisess rekoser in three or
tour da%•_
. the !est- so • the ships' 6'5ft
unsfoLumented emigrants continued ti await word of their late
trom officials in Washington anti
Wyk,' City
Stesican officials on _Friday
refused J
request to allow
the emigrants to dock in 'stew°.
Chief- Petty Officer Liz Brannan said the Coast Guard is
awiiiting a decision tromp interagency group in Washington.
N-kan'while. those aboard the
ships were receiving daily sup,
plies of fresh food and other sup-
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Bristol Myers Squibb......59 +
Chrysler.--.....—
• 'h
Dean Foods..........
• 3is
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K_EY WEST,
unjcss_ Fla.0
BarRi
Fisher Price .....................20 • 'is ._o
racudas generally don't attack
Ford Motor
. 50sis
__General
General Motors .........47/l +
don't tell thr t to Nadine Cloer,
Goodrich.
.44'h unc
who received nearly 2(10 stitches
Goodyear ••
407/s after an li-foot barracuda - leaped
B M...........
......--471is «
into a houseboat and bit her hand
Ingersoll Rand..........
+
and leg..
K-Mart..................
1/4
"I saw him come out of the
K U Energy
• 3074 unc
water
like a bullet," the TampaKroger
17,/a - 14
area woman said from. her Key
L G & E.
393/1 • 34
Largo hospital bed Sunday. "It
McDonalds ........
• 1/a
%Os like a- torpedo right out of
Merck
................--.-343/s the water. It looked like it was.
J.C-Penney
44 unc
diving straight for me."
Peoples First'
33'413
Quaker Oats
........733/4 - 'Is
Family members rushed to help
Schering-Plough-......-._67'h - 1/.
Cloer after the fish lunged at her
Sears
57sIs - 'Is
Saturday off the Florida Keys. _
Teiaco
63 ix
Tti)leeys. pushed it overboard w i th
Time Warner.......--_-_3814 - '4
—
LST...................._...........29/
1
4"When I arrived she was in a'
.....26'is - 'is
pool of blood with everyone try-

piles along uith regular moli.al
/him 16 as granted A meas.JI
parole allow mg her oars into th
'Awaits. Buds Murillo. a poke•
man lot the I 1 Immigration and
%Aiwa's/awn Sees kV. 1•01.1 tb
Los Angeles limes
When she Ireitner,.. she %ill ts
returned to the point *her: th,
parole Mj% granted
in this ,as,
ship. Itsswe%er. %UMW %as!
/him Limid take adsantage 01 her
present.. on U.S. soil to make a
pol-sucat asylum request The Coast Guard seizure was
part sit a -‘seek -Oki At11110111•11JIlon plan to combat the smuggling of illegal aliens Irons China
into the United Stales In organized crime sYndicates.
The problem caw•prominently
to .puhlic attention last month
when a freighter carrying hundreds of aliens ran aground off a
New York City beach. --

Woman seriously injured
in Florida barracuda attack

•Hilliard Lyons isa market maker in this
stock.
UNC - once unchanged.
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
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- Upon Request
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HOG MARKET
Federal-Slate Market Sews Service July 12, 1143
Kentucky Pun hase Area Mos Market Report Includes 3
Buying Stations Receipt,: AcL SI, kIst. 2100 Barrows &
Gilts Steady Soars Steady
LS 1-2 230-250 lbs.1144.00-14.91
US 1-2 210-230 lbs.S4I.00-43-S0
US 2-3 230-240 lbs.----......
US 3-4 20-270
Sows
US 1-2 270-350
-530.011-31.00
US 1-3 3411L4110 lbs.S3I.00-32.00
US 1-3 4410-525 lbs.K32.00-33.00
US 1-3 52.S and upS33.041-35.00
US 2-3 3011-500 lb..
130.00-30.00
Roars 521.94.21.1111

ing to stop the bleeding," said
Capt. !stitch Schacter of Sea Tow
Marine Servicf)
: whcLresponded_
to the distress call.
Clocr, 46, said she had to have
tendons replaced and skin grafts
to cover the wounds. She is able
to hobble around a little and
hoped to he released today.
Cloer's doctor was unavailable,
but nursing supervisor Greg Vignbne at Mariner's Hospital said
he saw- the wounds.
"It was definitely a fish bite,"
he said.
Barracudas. Ion, thin predators with. razor-sharp teeth. do not
usually attack unless speared or
prOvok&I by divers or snorkelers.
Cloer, a 'School bus driver. -was
spending the weekend in a rented
houseboat fishing with her husband, two sisters and a brotherin-law.
She said her brother-in-law
hooked a 5-foot barracuda and
she saw it pass under the boat.
She went inside the cabin to get a
video camera and as she was
- walking out the (loor, a much larger one cleared the deck and
hinged at ter.
"I still can't believe the, force
that it hit me with," she said. "It
was unreal.'•

Mrs. Alice Colgan
Mrs Alerf Cnlgaa..AILARL:
Mena). died Sunday at 450 p.m
at Murray -Calloway Count
II.sspitat
tine daughter. Mn Patri.ia
Ann Daugherty. preceded her in

1 1511a1.
. and
Joho Damebtaty sod sac. Christ
ma. Colorado Springs. Cislo
three great grand.hildren. Aman
J. Daughter). Imperial. and
Natalie 1)augheny and %stoic
Daugherts. Colorado Springs
The luneral will N. %ednestio
at II am at 1 (Abetter Baptist
Chui.h Burial v.ill follow in
I cdh.lter Cenicter%
—

dcaliithwrn lel* II., 1916, in fast St
ow.. Ill., she was die daughter
iii
v.oithelate Fred Wolf and Mary
Sursivor% include her husband.
Paul M Colgan. to whom she
was married on April 13. 1933;
three grandchildren. Vie-hi
Daughters'. Cedar Hill Mo.. Kris

Friends may .411 at Blalikk
Coleman Funeral Home from 5 to
9 pm.Tuesday and at the Lhurch
after 10 3 m. WCdfle•da

Mrs. Barbara McDermott
The funeral for Mrs. Barbara . ray, and Edwin Harrell. Jackson vine. Fla.: six grandchildren,
McDermott was Sunday at 2 p.m.
Timothy Jones, New Orleans.
at First Baptist .Church, Benton.
.. Dr. Stephen _st..afordi---Dr,--Bitty-- - .La.-.--- --Jaw O'Donnell and
- -Katy
Picarelli, Atlanta. Ga., Stephanie
Hurt and the Rev. Rusty Ellison
McDermott, Lone Oak, Dan
officiated.
Burial was in Hamlet-Cemetery, McDermott. Louisville, and
with arrantements_lieir,„ Amanda Seaford, Repo.
Funeral Home, Benton.
Mrs. McDermott, 73, of East
22nd Street, Benton, -died Thursday at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. She. wasthe widow of
William T. McDermott.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Vicki Seaford, Benton,
Mrs. Angclia Kolb, Atlanta,, Ga.,
aiidThISTTairliferk—
rmott, Baton
Rouge, Li.; one son, Eddy.
McDermott, Paducah; one sister,
Mrs. Joette Tingle, Calvert City;
two brothers, Alvin Kura, Mur-

Mrs. Eula
Donna
Houston
Mrs Lula Donna Houston. 402.
of Pensacola. Fla. formerly of
Murray and Kesil. died Sanday at
1015 pm at Bluffs Nursing
Home. Pensacola
Her husband. Human Houston,
died Oct 2.X. 1%4 She as a
member of Spring Bayau Baptist
Church, Kevil.
Born July 12, 1901, in Callowa) County-, she was the daughter of the late Enos Lassiter and
Donna Lassiter.
Su% ivors include one daughter,
Mrs. Ann Harvey. and one son,
Nat Houston, both of Pensacola.
Fla.; five grandchildren; three
great-grandchildren.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
of Murray will have charge of
arrf

'Did you know you can choose the exad
funeral arrangements you want?"

NAACP boss
wants to raise
$100 million
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — The
newly t_nstalled head ,of the
•• NA ACP,'says be hopes to
S100 _million for an endowment
to see the 84-year-old civil rights
organization into the next
century.
"The NAACP is one • of the
boldest, most respected, aggressive, tenacious and feared organizations in the world," executive
director Benjamin F. Chavis told
3,000 delegates Sunday at the
opening of the group's national
convention.
And he said the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People, hobbled in the
past by internal fighting, has unified around inew leadership..

Keith York, James Coleman and Kelvin York
When you pre-arrange your funeral, all the details are
up to you.
We'll explain your choices to you,and give you the costs. You
make the decisions, so your family won't have to later during a
naturally stressful time.
Then, to make sure they don't inherit a bill, you can pre-pay
your arrangements through the Family Considerations program.
Call or come by today. We'll be happy to help you plan the
arrangements you choose.

- --t

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.

Professional, Personal Dedicated Service - Modem Facilities
713 South Fourth St.
753-6800
Family Considerauons plans •re underwritten by United Family Life
Insurance Company

7.

BLALOCK-COLEMAN FUNERAL HOME
PURCHASES MURRAY MEMORIAL GARDENS
Murray Memorial Gardens was founded
in 1956 and has been owned and operated
by Mr. Charles Bell for the last twelve
years. Due to declining health, Mr. Bell
decided to semi-retire and turn ownership
and management over to someone who
could take it into the next century. By doing
this, Mr. Bell could continue to serve the
people of this community in a more limited
capacity. Mr.Bell will continue to live on the
premises and will be involved in many ofthe
cemetery operations.
Every cemetery must go through a
"changing ofthe guard",so to speak,and our
cemetery has reached that point. Because
Mr. Bell has spent a great deal of his life in
the development of Memorial Gardens and
has a great deal of pride in Murray Memorial Gardens he wanted to make sure that
the new owners would share -his- commitment to this cemetery.

The Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home was
chosen to take over ownership and management of the cemetery because of:
*The many years of responsible and
professional service that has been provided
to the families of this area.
*Their commitment to remain home
owned and operated. During the past few
months two funeral homes in Calloway
County have been sold to an investment
group of British Columbia (Canada), Blalock-Coleman is committed to provide Calloway County with a locally owned and
operated funeral home and cemetery.
*The families that have chosen Murray
Memorial Gardens as their cemetery will
have the peace of mind and confidence that
their cemetery will be in good hands.
Keith York, Charles Bell, James Coleman and Kelvin York

As of July 1, 1993, Murray
Memorial Gardens will -be under the
ownership and management of BlalockColeman Funeral Home with great
anticipation of providing this community
with the highest level of service that
is humanly possible.

a

Thank You,

Featuring the area's only
indoor chapel overlooking our
beautiful gardens.

Kelvin York, Keith York,
James Coleman and
Charles Bell

•

•
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Hwy. 641 North
Murray

753-2654
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